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“They say the people could fly. Say that long ago in Africa, some of the people knew magic. And they would walk up 
on the air like climbing up on a gate. And they flew like Blackbirds over the fields.” — Virginia Hamilton 

 
Our last call asked us to consider the ocean as an initiation into new ways that ‘helped our ancestors 
forge new rhythms and radical visions of existing not tied to land, place, people, customs, or religion, 
but rather reinvention’. Our desire for freedom, the fierce refusal to remain bound by the brutality of 
the hull and overtaken by the ocean has conjured a refusal in our spirit that carries us forward. As we 

continue our ‘search for freedom and the meaning of our existence beyond the confines of the 
predatory systems that brought us here’, we reckon with the prospect of a mode of transport which

allows Black bodies to do more than simply rise above circumstance: Black flight.  
 

Myth is what survives a people, as the people themselves survive. For Toni Morrison, a particular 
Black myth she’d heard as a child would serve as the basis for a novel she entitled, Song of Solomon. 

The myth details Black slaves that survived the Middle Passage and had been brought over to the 
United States with the ability to fly. Under certain conditions of hardship experienced on the 

plantation, these Africans would pick up the air with great wings and begin to soar up and onward to 
Africa. Much like what Morrison was told in childhood had also been preserved in the slave narratives

she combed through that were conducted from 1936-1938 by the Federal Writers’ Project, which 
described this fascinating phenomena of flight when prompted by interviewers who’d ask survivors of 

Slavery if they had ever heard or seen certain slaves fly. 
 

The great Black folkloric storyteller Virginia Hamilton utilized this very myth for one of her most 
popular children’s books entitled, The People Could Fly. This myth lives on in the very fabric of Black 
life from its persistence in Hoodoo/Conjure culture, to the rarely seen, but often heard about acts of 
levitation performed by Muhammad Ali, for eager Black children in the inner city neighborhoods he 
was known to make appearances in, which aided in his image as the trickster figure in real life. More 
than storytelling, beyond the notion of survival, Black flight (can) serves as both an act of refusal to 
shudder at the weight of the systems which oppress, and a returning to the root and truth of our 
existence. As history is circular, Black flight acts a way back--when forced to travel by means that 

compressed, suppressed--a reinvention, a breaking free of confines that sought to change our DNA.
 

This time the call asks for work describing the ways in which Black flight lives on in us--how it allows us 
to both root and return-- along with flight being seen as an act of Black refusal. What possibilities 

exist in the work we do that align with moments of flying, levitation, and/or being pulled away from 
the systemic and bodily violences of anti-black oppression within the U.S.? In what ways does the 

work cast off and ascend the terrors that have threatened our lives and livelihood? 
 
 

Curators: Jari Bradley, Stephen Leeper, Nina Monet Reynoso, Tonesha Russell, Deaidre White  
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SPELLS FOR ZERO 
CAPTURES
Glenis Redmond 

ROOT  WORK  JOURNAL
SUMMONI NG  FL I GHT :  NAV I GAT I NG  BLACK  
MYTHOLOGY ,  FL I GHT ,  AND  ACTS  OF  REFUSAL ,  
VOL  2 ,  I S S  1

glenisredmond63@gmail.com

These poems of Harriet Tubman speaks to her ability to shape shift. She stands
mythical because of her escape of slavery and rescue of so many others.

Glenis Redmond is nationally renowned award-winning poet and teaching artist
traveling the world sharing and teaching poetry. She writes about the strength of
her Afro-Carolinian roots, while exploring their weighted and palpable histories.
Glenis is a literary community leader. Her work has been showcased on NPR and
PBS and has been most recently published in Orion Magazine, the North Carolina
Literary Review, Obsidian Literature and Arts in the African Diaspora, StorySouth,
About Place and Carolina Muse. Her latest book, The Listening Skin will be
published by Four Way Books in 2022.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.47106/12501187

Citation: Redmond, G. (2022). Spells for Zero Capture. Root Work Journal, 2(1). 
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S p e l l s  f o r  Z e r o  C a p t u r e s

G l e n i s  R e d m o n d

F o r  H a r r i e t  T u b m a n

C o n d u c t  l i k e  I  a i n ’ t  t r y i n  t o  d i e .  L e a v e  w h e n  d e  m o o n
n e w .  S k y  d a r k .  L i s t e n  t o  w h a t ’ s  o n  m y  i n s i d e , ‘ c a u s e  i t
d o n ’ t  l i e .  W h e n  m y  c h e s t  f l u t t e r s ,  I  k n o w s  d a n g e r  l u r k s .
C h a n g e  c o u r s e .  “ K n o w  I  c a n ’ t  d i e  b u t  o n c e . ”  B u t ,  a i n ’ t
t r y i n  t o  d o  d a t  j u s t  y e t .  D o n ’ t  s p e a k  o n  n o t h i n .  P r o u d  t a l k
g e t  y o u  d e a d .  N o  n e e d  f o r  I  d i d  d i s .  I  d i d  d a t .  N o
p e a c o c k i n g .  B l e n d  i n t o  t r e e  t r u n k .  T r a v e l  d u r i n g  w i n t e r .
B u y  t i m e .  S a t u r d a y  n i g h t  r e w a r d s  f o r  r u n a w a y s  n o t  i n
p a p e r s  t i l l  M o n d a y  m o r n i n g .  G o t  a  w h o l e  d a y  b e f o r e  d e y
‘ s p e c t  w e  g o n e .  R e a d  p e o p l e  a n d  d e  l a n d  l i k e  w h i t e
p e o p l e  r e a d  b o o k s .  W h e n  I  h a v e  a  s p e l l ,  s h o u t  n o t .  D o n ’ t
f i g h t  d e e p  s l e e p .  G o  i n t o  t h e  b o d y  q u a k e .  V i s i o n  a n d
d r e a m s  b e  h o w  G o d  d i r e c t s  m y  p a t h .  F o l l o w  d e  m a p  d a t
m y  i n s i d e  k n o w s .  L e t  G o d  t a l k .  N o  o p e n  f i e l d  i n  d a y l i g h t .
K n o w  d e  c o d e s  l i k e  I  k n o w  d e  w o o d s .  L i g h t  i n  w i n d o w .  N o
t r a i l s .  C o v e r  f o o t s t e p s .  D o n ’ t  g i v e  i n t o  t h o u g h t s  o f  c o o n
d o g s  a n d  g u n s .  Q u i e t  s t e p s .  S i l e n c e .  G i v e  b a b i e s  d e  r o o t .
P a r e g o r i c .  M y  G r a n d m a  M o d e s t y  c a m e  o v e r  o n  d e  b o a t
f r o m  A f r i c a .  S h e  k n e w  t h e  e a r t h  h o l d s  m e d i c i n e .  D o n ’ t
t a r r y .  M a k e  f r i e n d s  o f  w e a r y  a n d  t i r e d .  D e y  d o n ’ t  l e a v e
n o h o w .  “ Y o u ’ l l  b e  f r e e  o r  d i e . ”  L i s t e n  t o  d e  o l d  w a y s .
D o n ’ t  t u r n  b a c k .  T r u s t  d e  Q u a k e r s ,  b u t  c a r r y  g u n  l o a d e d .
C u r s e  s l a v e r s .  “ N e v e r  w o u n d  a  s n a k e ;  k i l l  i t . ”  “ G o d ’ s  t i m e
E m a n c i p a t i o n ] i s  a l w a y s  n e a r . ”  H e  s e t  d e  N o r t h  S t a r  i n  d e
h e a v e n s . ;  H e  g a v e  m e  d e  s t r e n g t h  i n  m y  l i m b s  t o  f o l l o w
w h e r e  h i s  l i g h t  l e a d s .

Summoning Flight: Navigating Black Mythology, Flight, and Acts of Refusal
Redmond
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I ASKED MY MOTHER
WHAT WILL I BE &
CORNELIA STREET
Shakeema Smalls

ROOT  WORK  JOURNAL
SUMMONI NG  FL I GHT :  NAV I GAT I NG  BLACK  
MYTHOLOGY ,  FL I GHT ,  AND  ACTS  OF  REFUSAL ,  
VOL  2 ,  I S S  1

shakeemalsmalls@gmail.com

Poems "I Asked My Mother What Will I Be" and "Cornelia Street" capture the art of summoning
flight.

Shakeema lives in Georgetown, South Carolina. Her work has been published in a variety of outlets
including Rigorous, Tidal Basin Review, Free Black Space, Vinyl Poetry and Prose, and PANK, among
others.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.47106/12567751

Citation: Smalls, S. (2022). “I Asked My Mother What Will I Be” and “Cornelia Street.” Root Work
Journal, 2(1). https://doi.org/10.47106/12567751
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I  A s k e d  M y  M o t h e r  W h a t  W i l l  I
B e

S h a k e e m a  S m a l l s

W h e n  w e  w e r e  s i x t e e n
w e  s o l d  e a c h  o t h e r  N e w p o r t s  r a p p i n g  o n
t h r e e - w a y
a n d  i n s t a n t  m e s s a g e s
h o p i n g  t h a t  w e ’ d  g e t  r e a d  
b e f o r e  s o m e b o d y  c a l l e d
t h e  h o u s e  p h o n e .

O u r  b o y f r i e n d s
w e r e  d i r t y - n e c k e d  p r o j e c t  b o y s  w h o  l i e d
a n d  f u c k e d
a n d  g a t h e r e d  u s  u p
b y  t h e  m a i l b o x e s
e v e r y  a f t e r n o o n .

H u r r i c a n e s  o n  t h e i r  b a c k s
a l l  o f  t h e m ,
s o m e  o f  t h e m ,
h a n d s o m e ,  p u b l i c  p r o g e n y  s m e l l i n g  o f
N o x z e m a  &  V a s e l i n e .

W e  w e r e  b e a u t i f u l  &  n e ’ e r  d e a d  b u t  b y
g r a c e ,
w e r e  s a v e d  b y
o u r  b a b i e s  h u m m i n g  s i n g - a - l o n g  s o n g s
t o  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  w o r l d .

RWJ: Summoning Flight: Navigating Black Mythology, Flight, and Acts of Refusal
Smalls
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C o r n e l i a  S t r e e t

S h a k e e m a  S m a l l s

f o r  K e y s h i a ,  G l a d y s ,  a n d  S h a q u a n a

I n  a  b o x  b e t w e e n  h e r  t w i n  c o u s i n s  a n d  t h r e e  d e a d  a u n t s  
i s  a  p h o t o  o f  t h e  o l d  c o - o p  o f f  C o r n e l i a  &  H a u s e y  
w h e r e  a l l  h e r  g r a n d d a d d y ’ s  g i r l s ,  f i x t u r e s  o f  t h e  
b u i l d i n g  s t o o p ,  b e c a m e  h i g h - h i p p e d  a s t r o n a u t s
p i n n i n g  t h e i r  d o o b i e s  a n d  t y i n g  t h e i r  s h i r t s  a s  t h e y
g r a b b e d  o l d  p h o n e  c o r d s  o u t  t h e  k i t c h e n  d r a w e r .
L i t t l e  s i s t e r s  o f  t h e  s i d e w a l k ,  p o p p i n g  a t  e a c h  o t h e r s ’  l e g s ’
b e t w e e n  f l e s h  a n d  c o n c r e t e ,  g o l d  j e w e l r y  g a t h e r e d  a b o u t  t h e i r
t h e i r  n e c k s  a n d  e a r l o b e s  l i k e  b a p t i s m a l  c o l l a r s ,
t h e i r  r h y t h m i c  h a n d s  s a c r e d  v a l a n c e s  h o l d i n g  t i m e
t h e  p o w e r  i n  t h e i r  s t r a w  l e g s  d e f y i n g  p h y s i c s .

RWJ: Summoning Flight: Navigating Black Mythology, Flight, and Acts of Refusal
Smalls
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UKUPUPUKA:TRANSCENDENCE, 
FLIGHT AND INCULTURATION 
IN ZAMBIAN DEVOTIONAL 
ARTWORK
Aaron Samuel Mulenga 

ROOT  WORK  JOURNAL
SUMMONI NG  FL I GHT :  NAV I GAT I NG  BLACK  MYTHOLOGY ,  
FL I GHT ,  AND  ACTS  OF  REFUSAL ,  VOL  2 ,  I S S  1

amulenga@ucsc.edu

This paper seeks to interrogate the tensions and overlaps in various representations of transcendence 
that have shaped my spirituality by interrogating how these have featured in Eurocentric Christian 
iconography and Zambian cultural practices, particularly cultural artefacts used for spiritual flight, 
housed in Zambian museums. Transcendence is understood by some as a change in a person’s 
physiological or psychological state that allows them to go beyond their experience of time, place or 
being. I understand transcendence to be the moment that one’s spirit is elevated beyond the 
limitations of their physical body. The use of Biblical text relating to flight will also be discussed as a 
comparative study to explore how transcendence through flight operates within Christianity and a 
Zambian cultural context. This paper also explores how the work of an artist in Zambia is grappling 
with concepts of representation of black people in Christian iconography.

Aaron is a Visual Studies Ph.D. student at the University of California, Santa Cruz. His
area of study includes contemporary art of Africa, post-colonial theory and the roles that
museums play in shaping cultural narratives. Mulenga is a multi-disciplined artist with a
keen interest in sculptural forms and installation. Mulenga uses his art practice to inform
aspects of his doctoral research process.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.47106/12577293

Citation: Mulenga, A. S. (2022). Ukupupuka: Transcendence, Flight and Inculturation in Zambian 
Devotional Artwork. Root Work Journal, 2(1). https://doi.org/10.47106/12577293
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As far back as I can remember, the concept of transcendence has always fascinated me. I am 
perplexed by how a person can conduct supernatural feats such as walking on water, calling fire 
down from the sky or making it rain even during times of drought. These are stories I read about in 
the Bible or heard as a child growing up. Aside from reading Bible stories, I enjoyed copying images to 
draw from our family’s huge, illustrated Bible that my grandfather gifted my mother. This Bible is one 
of the first references I recall of Christian iconography. At the time, I only saw those images as 
pictures, which related to stories I had read or was taught in church. Only when I grew older did I 
realise that none of the images in this Bible looked like my family and me; they all looked white. 
Slowly, I began to question the representation of these biblical characters and whether or not there 
was room to depict black people in Christian artwork; and if there was, how would such depictions 
appear?

When I looked more closely at the lack of representation of black people in this Bible, I realised that 
this lack of representation is something I have come across in the depiction of Christian iconographic 
artwork in a number of Catholic churches in Zambia (my country of origin and the location of my 
study). I chose to focus my study on the Catholic Church in Zambia because my first encounter with 
Christian iconographic art came from the church. For the most part, the representation of Christian 
iconography (in Zambia) has predominantly maintained a Eurocentric depiction (i.e., most of its 
imagery appearing white). I believe it is essential to address subtle forms of regression, such as the 
lack of representation of black people in Christian iconography in the church. I am particularly 
interested in the work that must be done to represent more black people in Christian iconographic 
art in Zambia.

A metaphor that resonates with the concept of transcendence for me is that of elevation or more 
accurately, flight. I am interested in the idea of flying because it conveys weightlessness and rising 
above the limitations placed before an individual. In Christianity how have people used the power of 
the Holy Spirit to fly, and in contrast how have people in Zambia achieved flight through the spiritual 
objects they have crafted? Lusaka Museum ethnographer, Esther Banda (personal communication, 
2019), narrated to me during an interview that culturally in Zambia, flight is performed in secret (and 
mostly at night); usually, only those that engage in this form of flight would be able to explain the 
mechanics behind it. Alternatively, an individual who may have been a former practitioner may also 
elucidate on how to achieve flight; however, this practice is shrouded in mystery and perceived as a 
practice of witchcraft (Esther Banda, personal communication, 2019). In this paper, I question 
whether flight (in these two forms) can be understood as a way of transcendence, allowing individuals 
to find their space of belonging and fulfilment. Finally, I will interrogate iconographic images found in 
the Catholic Church that depict flight, and question how such images can function as tools to 
represent transcendence for the benefit of the church congregants.

RWJ: Summoning Flight: Navigating Black Mythology, Flight, and Acts of Refusal
Mulenga
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Transcendence is a concept that has been extensively discussed by scholars in various academic 
disciplines. To bring clarity to my argument, I shall use Rebecca Sager’s definition of the concept as 
one of my main reference points in this paper. Sager (2012: 27) defines transcendence as “a change 
in a person’s physiological or psychological state that engenders an awareness or sensation of going 
beyond one’s usual experience of time, place or being.” Paul Levesque in Symbols of Transcendence 
unpacks the writings of his predecessor Louis Dupré’s work on transcendence. Levesque (1997:1) 
explores the importance of symbols and their use in the expression of religious understanding. He 
uses art to explain how aesthetic images are used constantly to express religious experiences; one 
can think of images found in churches that play this role. Levesque believes that transcendence is 
essential for religion; it takes on various meanings depending on its context. He also believes that 
transcendence is made manifest through faith; a belief that aligns with the theories of Professor Svein 
Christoffersen. He states that transcendence is a means of connecting humans to the divine (i.e. God) 
by associating transcendent experiences with experiences of divinity. Christoffersen (2015: 21) 
defines transcendence as “man’s ability to go beyond the form of existence he has, at a given time in 
his life, and thus, go beyond his own limits, physically or psychologically.” 

Christoffersen questions whether a sensory experience such as one brought about through art in its 
various forms (literature, drama, music, visual art, and architecture) can cause an individual to 
experience transcendence. I believe that transcendence can indeed be brought about through the 
arts, and as my focus is on visual arts, I explore how this could be achieved by using a number of 
visual objects as examples. The ability to transcend is not limited to Christianity, one can see this 
concept utilised in Zambian culture practices. In Zambia, some people are thought to have the ability 
to create flying objects that fly through spiritual means. This process allows them access to a state of 
transcendence by going beyond their physical limitations. Using Christoffersen’s understanding of 
transcendence, I believe a sensory experience that goes beyond a modern understanding of flight 
takes place for the users of such objects. Similarly, when one reads Bible stories where flight is 
depicted, a form of transcendence takes place as individuals are able to go beyond physical 
limitations through the power of the Holy Spirit. The main difference between the biblical stories and 
those within a Zambian context is that the Bible explicitly highlights the power of God through the 
Holy Spirit as the mechanism to attain flight. Whereas it is unclear to lay people what powers are 
used in a Zambian cultural context to achieve flight. 

Acts 8:26 – 40 (Holy Bible, 2011) narrates the story of Philip and his encounter with an Ethiopian 
eunuch to whom he preached the gospel of Jesus Christ and baptised. After baptising the eunuch 
Philip disappears/takes flight to another region; the Bible reveals, “39 When they came up out of the 
water, the spirit of the Lord snatched Philip away. The eunuch never saw him again… 40 Philip, 
however, appeared at Azotus and travelled about, preaching the gospel in all the towns until he 
reached Caesarea.” 

RWJ: Summoning Flight: Navigating Black Mythology, Flight, and Acts of Refusal
Mulenga
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Weissenrieder (2014) describes Philip as “an object led by the Spirit” pointing out that it was through 
the intervention of the Spirit that Philip met with the Ethiopian eunuch. This goes to show that for 
transcendence through flight to take place (in Christianity) there must be a willing vessel (object) that 
the Spirit of God can work through. In most instances where flight has taken place in the Bible, there 
seems to be a purpose attached to it. For instance, Philip spoke to the eunuch about Jesus, thereafter 
he baptized and converted him into Christianity. It appears as though Philip was ministering the 
gospel to various people when the Holy Spirit gave him the power to fly in order to expedite this 
mission across a broader region. However, it is comforting to know that Christians should not 
considered this practice off-limits as it is made possible through the power of the Holy Spirit. This is 
significant for me because in Zambia, when people speak about flight through spiritual means, they 
refer to it as witchcraft. In turn, this has made it difficult to imagine or speak about flight through an 
alternative framework. 

Flight has also been depicted through Christian artwork. The first place I recall actively engaging with 
Christian art was in our family Bible, where most of the illustrations I saw of flight were focused on 
Jesus’ ascension into heaven. In Luke 24:51 (Holy Bible, 2011), we are told of Jesus’ dramatic exit from 
earth into heaven after his resurrection. Andreas H. Hunnaeus depicts this moment in a painting 
entitled The Ascension (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Andreas H. Hunnaeus, Ascension (no date), oil on canvas, Aagerup Church, Denmark. (Published in C.D. Stampley Bible,
1976)

RWJ: Summoning Flight: Navigating Black Mythology, Flight, and Acts of Refusal
Mulenga
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In this painting, Christ appears to be floating on the clouds with an angel on either side of him, while 
his disciples and other bystanders below look up at him in awe. The image of Christ and the angels 
appear as white individuals. I take note of their race because, in our family Bible (where this image is 
from), most, if not all, the individuals depicted are fair-skinned or have seemingly white features: 
which is very similar to the depictions I encountered in most of the Catholic churches I visited in 
Zambia. 

According to Christoffersen (2015: 195), John of Damascus (in the Byzantine era) believed that 
“through the icon [a devotional painting of a holy figure], believers moved into dimensions of the holy 
space and holy time, in living contact with the person or mystery depicted.” In his statement, John 
highlights his belief in the importance of the icons to connect believers with the supernatural. 
Through icons (such as the one of Christ above), individuals have the opportunity to connect with the 
supernatural and envision themselves in a similar state. This makes the possibility of transcendence 
through flight more tangible for them through visual imagery. 

As I explore transcendence through flight using a Zambian cultural lens, I have come across several 
stories where people are believed to have flown on spiritual objects they designed and operated 
through mystical powers or “witchcraft” as it is often called. I hope to shed light on flight as a cultural 
practice in Zambia to demystify what it entails. However, this may prove challenging, as most people 
are not forthcoming with information on this topic. The secretive nature of this type of flight and its 
attribution to witchcraft are limiting factors that cause people not to speak freely about it. As a 
Christian nation, witchcraft in Zambia is labelled as evil, and its practitioners may be ostracized from 
their communities or imprisoned if they are caught engaging in it. I believe transcendence is taking 
place in both instances of flight (through the Spirit of God and through the Zambian spiritual object.) 
This is because as Sager states, a physiological change occurs in the individual’s experience of time 
and place. 

Anthropologist Katerina Mildnerová (2010: 20) describes the spiritual objects used for flight in Zambia 
as advanced magical technology used by “progressive” witches to reach remote areas during night 
attacks. The association of “attacks” that Mildnerová places on these flying objects connotes 
something malevolent and maintains the sinister association most people have of these objects. For 
my research, I visited the Lusaka, Ndola, and Livingstone Museums in Zambia. During my visit to the 
Livingstone and Lusaka Museums, I learnt that most of the flying objects serve multiple purposes. For 
instance, aside from flight an “aeroplane” (the label given to these objects in the museum) can also be 
used for spiritual protection against one’s enemies. 

RWJ: Summoning Flight: Navigating Black Mythology, Flight, and Acts of Refusal
Mulenga
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These objects have the power to cause harm to those that may oppose their user, narrated Esther 
Banda (personal conversation, 2018) the Lusaka Museum’s ethnographer. She informed me that for 
the objects to be safe for display in the museum, a witchfinder had to deactivate them of their 
powers. In Fig. 2a, the label of one of the “aeroplanes” in the Livingstone museum states that the 
object was used to cause death through pneumonia by biting into the chest of its victim and 
depositing poison (this is aside from its ability to fly). Though it may be difficult to authenticate these 
claims, it is important to consider people’s lived experiences. These include people's claims of first- 
hand encounters with forces they attribute to witchcraft.

Fig. 2a. Livingstone Museum label of an ‘Aeroplane’ with its description below. Photo courtesy Aaron S. Mulenga (2018)
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One of the challenges I faced while conducting my research in the museums was a lack of up-to-date 
information. Some artefacts on display (or in storage at the Livingstone Museum) were not labelled or 
had insufficient information about the object to piece together what they were used for. This 
challenge made it difficult to gather sufficient information on the “aeroplanes” I was researching. In 
turn, it has revealed the need for more data to be collected on the processes involved in creating 
these objects to the point when they are flown. 

The objects used for flight (“aeroplanes”) vary in material composition. Having had a closer look at 
one, I shall describe what I saw. Fig. 2b, (which corresponds with the label in Fig 2a) is located in the 
Livingstone Museum. It is made of a tortoise shell partly covered in human hair and wax. The object is 
wrapped with chitenge on its side, and a rod mimicking the tortoise’s neck is covered in what appears 
to be wax and beads. Two seeds sit where eyes would have been, while what looks like a human 
tooth is fixed on top of where the tortoise’s mouth would be. An oval mirror is placed on its back, and 
some form of medicine would have been placed inside the object (supposedly to enable it to work). 
The mirror is believed to “represent the ‘other world’ inhabited by the spirits of the dead, who can 
peer through and see potential enemies”, according to scholar Shawnya Harris (2015). Harris’s 
explanation of the mirror was in reference to a spiritual object called an nkisi nkondi that has similar 
properties (and to some degree a similar function) to this “aeroplane”. The nkisi nkondi also uses the 
mirror in a similar way by connecting the material object to the spirit world. Further research to 
uncover the meaning behind the other components on the aeroplane must be conducted.

 African print or traditional fabric used in Zambia
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Fig. 2b. Aeroplane (2002). Mixed material (tortoise shell, human hair, wax, beads, chitenge, tooth, and mirror), Livingstone 
Museum. Photo courtesy of Aaron S. Mulenga (2018)

It is commonly believed in Zambia that for these objects to fly human blood must be used as fuel. The 
blood is obtained from an individual sacrificed (killed) for this purpose. George Mudenda (personal 
communication, 2018), director of the Livingstone Museum, confirmed this belief by adding that aside 
from blood, human fat or bone marrow can also be used to fuel these “aeroplanes”. 

In Zambia there are many stories of witchcraft that it becomes challenging to sift the truth from a 
fabrication. Journalist Charles Chisala (2018) in the Zambia Daily Mail newspaper narrates the story of 
a 75-year-old woman who was on a mission to murder a witchfinder, when something went wrong 
mid- flight and she fell to the ground off the Puku horn (“aeroplane”) that she and her accomplices 
were flying. She was taken to the Ndola Central hospital and admitted for a fractured hip after her fall. 
Once released from the hospital, she was taken into police custody and charged for admitting to the 
practice of witchcraft. Such stories are commonplace and may add to the stigma attached to people 
who are accused of being witches. Most witchcraft stories are unfortunately connected with murder 
or the intention to murder. In 2018 a UNESCO grant of $340, 000 given to the University of Zambia to 
study intangible cultural heritage, a course was introduced for students to study and learn about 
witchcraft (Lusaka Times: 2018). 

The course is directed at studying all intangible culture, of which witchcraft is simply one component. I 
believe studies of this nature could help to demystify what witchcraft is. Hopefully, through avenues 
like academia, new ways of interacting with such subject matter can be created. This may, in turn, 
shed light on why people choose to engage in certain spiritual practices such as flight, and allow for 
studies to be conducted, not from a place of fear but rather with the aim of learning. I would argue 
that due to a number of cultural practices being labelled as evil or taboo, there has been a lack of 
engagement with these practices, making it difficult to learn how they happen. 
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Journalist Heidi Holland in her book African Magic, also stresses the importance of contextualizing 
practices and being careful not to dismiss or mislabel what is perceived as foreign or does not fall 
under a Eurocentric knowledge system. Speaking about the absurdity of the negative labels placed on 
people’s spiritual beliefs Holland (2001:1) states “Roman Catholics, who think nothing of gaining 
spiritual strength by symbolically eating the body and drinking the blood of Christ, will be astonished 
at the African who immunizes himself against evil by rubbing lion’s fat into his skin.” Her intention is to 
challenge the ways we perceive spiritual practices that are different from what is perceived as the 
norm. In the same way, I believe it is necessary to question labels such as “witchcraft” and the 
function they play and what connotations such labels carry.

Cultural theorist, Stuart Hall (1997:15) speaks about representation as “an essential part of the 
process by which meaning is produced and exchanged between members of a culture. It does 
involve the use of language, signs and images, which stand for or represent things.” In this regard, 
images used to represent the Christian faith in Zambia must also be in alignment with the people and 
culture of the country. The Marian Shrine, a Catholic parish in Lusaka, Zambia, established in 1974 
houses images of Jesus and the saints depicted as black people. Laurence Yombwe, a Zambian 
painter is one of the artists whose work is present in the Marian Shrine. He visually reinterprets the 
message of the gospel and its relevance to a Zambian audience by allowing the viewer to see that the 
shift in the images used to represent Christian iconography is not only about changing skin color, but 
also involves the infusion of cultural narratives that resonate with a local Zambian audience. This 
reinterpretation lets local Zambians engage with Christian iconography in a manner that affords them 
the opportunity to find a place of belonging and fulfilment in the Christian narrative. 

The concept of looking is linked to the concept of representation in Christian iconography; that is to 
say, if there are going to be icons, then they must be engaged with visually. I surmise that images and 
objects inherently possess power, which is why, in the past, I felt disillusioned when I saw many 
Christian icons that did not visually represent black people. Cultural theorist, bell hooks (1996: 247) 
states that “there is power in looking”, she analyses how looking can be a political tool. hooks’ text on 
The Oppositional Gaze: Black Female Spectators, examines the concept of looking, as she argues the 
importance for black women (and black people by extension) to be imaged in a positive light and 
afforded the right to look in a manner that does not render them powerless, either through omission 
or by being imaged as subservient. 

hooks (1996: 260) states that “Those black women whose identities were constructed in resistance, 
by practices that opposed the dominant order, were most inclined to develop an oppositional gaze.” 
For her, some of the practices that are needed to oppose the dominant order come with looking 
critically, as opposed to accepting everything that one sees as factual or mere entertainment. I 
believe this form of critical viewership can extend beyond cinema and television (which was the focus 
of her argument) to images that an individual looks at within the context of art, such as those found 
within the Catholic Church. hooks (1996: 261) further elaborates on the role of criticality by asserting, 
“We do more than just resist. We create alternative texts that are not solely reactions.
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 As critical spectators, black women participate in a broad range of looking relations, contest, resist, 
revise, interrogate and invent on multiple levels.” hooks is showing that looking critically, must allow 
for a creation of something new. The benefit of the oppositional gaze is that it has the potential to 
shift reality. hooks (2003: 248) states that “by courageously looking, we defiantly declare: Not only will 
I stare. I want my look to change reality.” I believe it is through such defiance that indeed, reality can 
change. When I take for instance the artwork of Laurence Yombwe in the Marian Shrine, his work 
utilises the oppositional gaze by shifting the depiction of the icons found in the church so that they 
better represent the local people. In shifting these representations and through the oppositional 
gaze transcendence begins to take place because, as Sager (2002) states, “transcendence is a change 
in a person’s psychological or physiological state that produces an awareness or sensation of going 
beyond one’s usual experience.” 

Yombwe, through his depictions, allows for the local population to engage in this process of 
transcendence by being represented in images of the divine. He also provides an alternative way of 
seeing and representing Christian iconography. Yombwe’s painting African Saints in Heaven (Fig. 3), 
displays how a shift in the depiction of Jesus and the saints can positively affect the representation of 
Zambian cultural beliefs in Christianity. This painting depicts how transcendence through flight can 
materialise, as it shows Jesus ascending into heaven. I believe this artwork asks viewers to consider 
how cohesion and integration can take place during worship and how to view culture and faith as 
integrated rather than opposing entities.

Fig. 3. Laurence Yombwe, African Saints in Heaven (2010), mural in oil, Marian Shrine, Lusaka, Zambia. Photo Courtesy Aaron S.
Mulenga(2018) 
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Close up view of the names of the saints depicted in the artwork.

In African Saints in Heaven, one can see Mary (the mother of Jesus) and a handful of saints 
surrounding Jesus in adoration as he ascends further into heaven. A look at the names of the saints 
shows the artist paying homage to Zambian priests such as St C. Lwanga, while the other saints are 
recognizable from the Christian canon, such as St Augustine. Each of the saints is dressed in robes 
and positioned in adoration of Jesus. Saint Catherine plays a trumpet, while Saint Lwanga plays a 
traditional Zambian drum, similar to those that would have been used in traditional ceremonies. 
Yombwe deliberately paints some of the saints as black, and others white because although he is 
choosing to shift the representation of Christian art; he appears to leave room for the representation 
of white individuals in his work. This may show the need for an ongoing dialogue between white and 
black people on how they appear within Christian iconography in Zambia (and the broader church 
community). His choice to depict white people as saints in this image may also show how the Catholic 
Church in Zambia has a diverse group of people in it. Jesus can be seen ascending into the clouds 
with his gaze upwards in a manner that is reminiscent of earlier Christian iconographic works such as 
Rembrandt’s “Ascension” (Fig. 11). 

 St. C. Lwanga  St. Augustine St. Catherine
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Fig. 4. Rinji Rembrandt, The Ascension of Christ (1636). Oil on Canvas, 93 x 69 cm, Alte Pinakothek: Munich. (Reproduction 
from http://www.artway.eu/content.php?id=2354&lang=en&action=show. Accessed 27/06/2019)

Through this work, Yombwe begins to employ aspects of the oppositional gaze by taking a pre- 
existing image and reinterpreting it in a manner that shifts the reading of the narrative through 
representation. Yombwe (personal conversation, 2018) states that he is not trying to rewrite history 
by depicting Jesus as a black man but rather, to view it through a different lens. Going by hooks’ 
argument, I would say that Yombwe’s “looking” has allowed him to “change reality” because, through 
his art, he affirms that the image of Jesus and the saints can change to mirror a broader demographic 
of people and cultures in Christian iconography found in the Church. A closer look at Jesus’ 
appearance shows him split in the middle, where one side appears black, and the other white. 
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Fig. 5. Laurence Yombwe, Close up of African Saints in Heaven (2010), mural in oil, Marian Shrine, Lusaka, Zambia. Photo 
Courtesy Aaron S. Mulenga(2018) 

N.B. This image depicts Christ split in the middle, appearing as a black man on one side and a white man on the other.

The artist presents a tension that exists with shifting the representation of Jesus through this split 
image of Christ. Yombwe narrated to me how during the conceptualisation of this work, some people 
were in opposition to him displaying Christ as a black man; they wanted him depicted as a white 
person. The split displayed in Yombwe’s figure reveals the tension that exists not only by physically 
changing the image of Christ but the split figure could also represent the challenge of integrating 
cultural values within Christian visual culture. 

African Saints in Heaven (Fig.3) begins to explore the notion of transcendence through flight, for the 
congregant looking at this image, transcendence becomes possible when they can see themselves 
mirrored in the image before them. If we take Sager’s definition of transcendence as a change in a 
person’s psychological state, it is possible to imagine that the moment a person’s psychological state 
shifts through the image they see; they would be able to imagine themselves attaining similar feats. 
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Transcendence through flight becomes a possibility through the use of various elements such as 
visual arts and the depictions of the divine, and through cultural artifacts made for the purpose of 
spiritual flight. Though various elements of spiritual flight are not easily explained it does not diminish 
real power that they possess. Instead of labelling these forms of knowledge as taboo or witchcraft, 
there remains a need to learn more and understand what function they serve in contributing to the 
knowledge of transcendence within the varied context they exist. The fact that these methods of flight 
are documented leaves room for further exploration through which to explore its possibilities and 
transcendence our own limitations.
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Placing blackness within a philosophical and phenomenological framework. Understanding lived 
experience as a site of examination and transcendence. Liberating black lived experiences from the 
white gaze through poetry in conversation with other Black scholars and writers. Part of a larger 
collection of poems aiming to understand lived experience and blackness as specific keys to move 
beyond post-traumatic stress disorder and its interactions with racism and intergenerational trauma.

Jay Morris is a poet and researcher living in Atlanta, GA. He has performed poetry across the 
Southeastern United States since being 17 years old. His work focuses primarily on lived experience, 
blackness, recovery narratives, loneliness, and the intersection of intergenerational trauma and racism. 
He represents a personal movement towards liberation from the white, heteronormative gaze, and 
hopes to contribute to a larger tradition of Black liberation through this journal submission.
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Blackness (Consent not to be a Single Being) - Jay Morris
after Fred Moten,

To participate in Blackness is not a negation of the Other
But an embracing of the consent to not be a single being
To exist in the gap of what I am believed to be vs what I am
All those emergent variables reconfiguring themselves along multidimensional planes
To become the nexus and the model

The cause and its effect containing multitudes
Which in themselves become multitudes
Which in themselves are bounded and reshaped by the
Shifting trajectory of revised timelines

Blackness, the embodied guardianship of repressed histories
Blackness, crystallized and historical memory

My dark pulse counting the metronome between
life and afterlife
ancestor and descendant
colony, post-colony, post-racial, re-racialized, bound and repurposed
Entombed and incarcerated preemptively within the body
That harbors that freedom dream which anchors
And dissuades from colonial rage

Embodied and immanent, time forced into the present
By the eruption of my ruptured patience and measured hope
Watchtower, I am watchtower
My ticking hands pulling the thread of eternal recurrence
That reminds the soul of the shift between essence and instance

Being dismembered and whole across transverse planes
Phantasmic limbs gesticulate spatial reason
Reveling in the erotics of fragmentation
Raging in the celibacy of putting myself back together

Being within and without
I stand beside myself
Blackstar singularity
Instantiated, analyte, pitch-black blur
Essentialized, phalanx, golden horde
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This is a holistic idea of what could happen if Black people could take flight.

My name is Doriana Diaz. I am a writer based in Philadelphia. I am the self-published author of 
Mami Calls Me Gabriella and Sunphases, both released in 2018. My words have appeared in 
platforms such as; Nappy Head Club, Black Women Radicals, GROW/N Mag, Saddie Baddies, 
SYLA Studio, Black Girl Magik, We Heal Too, The Kraal, and many more! I believe words have 
DNA, they sit under our skin, erupting into soft and vivid explosions through our veins like lighting. 
My writing is an exploration of cultural agency, archival documentation, and rhythms
of resistance and expansion.
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If The People Could Fly  
Doriana Diaz  

 If the people could fly, the moon would tell us to give ourselves to God in the afterglow. 

             The ancestors would bind us together in gold.  

 It would be there,       right before the sun slipped down,       that we would relive our own own
births.  

            Creeping through the openings   
           in the clouds,                 we could reimagine the fullness of our breath.  

I’d like to think that was where the truth began,  
in the upper reaches of the atmosphere,  
above the horizon.  
We could open it all up,  
stretch it all out,  
between soul cry and sensation,  
echoing through the ribcage in purple light.  

Gliding under the rain,                          we could vaporize into stardust,           watch as the shadows
reincarnate themselves.                       We could find intimacy there, in the clouds, 
                                                    when they begin to fall back into their tender 
                                                    motion and the sky ruptures, caught in the in-between.  

We would know the time it takes for each droplet to reach its end,  
to fall from the open sky and land wherever it is intended,  
wherever it is needed.  

                          Without it, we could not be.                 Without it, we could not understand. 
Without it, we could not heal.                  Without it, we could not nourish or love the world 
whole again.
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Today, as a full-time abstract artist, Valencia emerges her life experiences into her work , where she 
explores the connection between lines, color, shapes and music. Later inspired by provocative icons, 
from every walk of life, what starts out as chaotic vision, soon becomes a passionate symphony of 
color and nontraditional imagery. This allows her to fully express emotions in the moment without 
hesitation, creating a rhythm and flow that inspires others to dream in color.
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Set in the Bronx, NY, and rooted in a poetics drawn from the heartfelt oratures of the spirituals, 
work songs, field hollers, this opening chapter of The Book of Sojourners is an allegory that immerses 
us in a world strained by various ecological, health, and other crises, where we meet Safiya, a Black 
teenage girl, who yearns to escape her Aunt's strict religious household so she can find community 
members with whom she can freely be trans, and her brother Malcolm, who looks to conspiracy 
theories and stories about people who could fly rather than his Aunt's Christian beliefs to understand 
the day's vicissitudes, setting the stage for their epic journey into a struggle for self-elevation.

My name is Bl3ssing Oshun Ra (they/she), a nonbinary and disabled, transfeminine tomboi, poet, 
musician, educator. I am a lifelong creative, inspired by my mother's love for science and storytelling. 
My craft merges commentary on environmental racism and human health with themes drawn from 
African spiritual or speculative traditions, an aesthetic which I term "Blue-fi," (sci-fi steeped in the 
Blues).
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The Book of Sojourners - Bl3ssing Oshun Ra

They say the star people were scattered 
by the serpent, ripped from the skies, and 
made to forget they were beautiful.
The mother of the star people was 
clothed in the sunlight and the moonlight. 
Upon her head rested a crown of
flowers and in her eyes shone rainbows, 
while at her feet stirred winds, and from her 
hands sparked fire and lightning. When she 
spoke, her voice was like thunder, and she 
was given two wings from Creator,
so she could fly to the wilderness.

There, she was nurtured for a time,
away from the serpent, and she stretched 
her wings to gather the star people
so they could come and take rest with her 
in the shadows of the bush. So the
star people arose, and when they flew 
there was a storm, and they waged a war 
against the serpent, these star people. 
And I come to tell you the story
of how I came to witness these things.

You probably heard that the most 
segregated hour in this
country was on a Sunday morning. 
Now what about the most united? 
Safiya figured that, at this point
it was whenever folks gathered round 
a television or a phone,
a tablet, whatever, breath held 
expectantly (though not with 
excitement), awaiting the latest 
weather report. And no, there was no 
consolation in convenings such
as these; Safiya was never 
naive enough to say it was so. 
For, bonds formed around the 
apocalypse were not to be
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celebrated so liberally.
Safiya knew that all too well,

with the way things had been going down 
here at Aunt Tessa’s house ever since 
they all realized the world was ending.

 
The house was hot and Uncle Festus

kept getting up to toggle with the
fan, while Malcolm sat on the floor with

a bowl of noodles between his knees,
distracted by the phone in his hand.
And Poppa is on the couch, with the

remote in his hand, turning up the
volume on the tv. Aunt Tessa

had just come in from the kitchen, her
hands on her hips, her eyes glued to the

screen, wondering what new disaster
or other was on the way.

 
Safiya's back was turned to the

television, however, her
elbows against the windowsill, her

face pressed against the plexiglass plane,
her eyes cast upward, gazing at the

thin wisp clouds spread out like God had ripped
up pieces of cotton and scattered

them across the blue of heaven. And
a rainbow was spun through the sky: it

dipped daintily from above, so that
she knew right then that her wishes was

gon come true: good weather, finally.
And just in time for her birthday, 

tomorrow too.
 

The newscaster confirmed this
—Six days of sun, no rain or high heat

or humidity— And Safiya
heard a sigh of relief from her Aunt,

Uncle, and Poppa, and also from
outside: the whole block, from the naked

rusty rims on the court, to the
patchy yellow-green grasses on the
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curb, to, of course every person and
pet on the street and in the Bronx, who
could all now lay the weight on their heads,
all the worry and the woes, down,
at least for a moment: all exhaled.

Tessa smiled, and went on back to 
shelling eggs, for her prayers had been 
answered, and Poppa grunted and clapped
as if he’d heard a good Word, and cried 
—Thank God— to indicate as such, and 
Uncle Festus, well Festus he just 
chuckled and said —good, cuz we done had 
way too many floods. ‘Nuff to put 
even Noah to shame.—

Now Safiya turned away from the
window abruptly, thinking this was 
the perfect chance to ask the one thing 
that had itched like fire in her heart 
and mind and on her lips the closer
and closer it got to her birthday.

For she was turning thirteen, a big
girl, a teenage girl, and she wanted 
nothing more than to be up out of
this house for her big day. She was poised 
and eager to dig up the nice lil 
outfit she had had folded up in her 
dresser: some jeans she had cut without 
her Aunt knowing, and a shirt she had 
torn in secret as well. So she spoke
—Auntie, do this mean we can go 
outside, now?— Safiya said. And she
walked into the middle of the
living room to where her little
brother sat, who was still too engrossed 
in what he was watching on the phone 
to pay attention to his cue.
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Tapping him on the shoulder quickly,
she hoped Malcolm had not forgot what

they both discussed earlier that 
morning: their plan to tag team Auntie

and ask her to loosen her very 
strict precautions, at least this one time,

for Safiya's big day. Malcolm was
Tessa's favorite after all: the sweet

nibling, the calm nibling; and
Safiya figured that would be the
key element for a finesse which

could get them out from up under
this roof for at least a few hours.

 
—Uh, yeah, Auntie— he said, nodding

at his big sister. —Weatherman said
we have a whole six days in the clear—

—And we don't even have to go
outside, outside— Safiya added.

—We could just be on the roof with you,
or Uncle, or Poppa— Malcolm said.

—Or all three— Safiya said just then.
The key would be to make sure their Aunt 

knew there was nothing to worry bout. 
There was no other household that
Safiya could think of where the kids

were homeschooled and holed up indoors 
into perpetuity. Try as 

they might to break reason into their
Aunt's mind, nothing got through to her. 

Because whether the floods, the fires, 
the earthquakes and epidemics, the 
kidnappings, the riots, the wars, the 

rumors of war, whatever, it was,
if it was to all stop right now, Tess 

had resolved to guard them anyway, 
to the best of her ability.
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Now Aunt Tessa slides into the
living room, shutting off the cold 
water she was running in the
kitchen sink. And with her unpainted
toenails gently, silently, versing 
the floor, she looked to Malcolm, and her
mind was on what life had become like
ever since a few years ago when
it became like the world fell apart,
and she thought of the barricade set
at the fire escape window, where
she and Festus had drilled wooden 
panels into the wall to keep it
secure from whatever might try to
creep in, especially at night
—Anything can happen in these last 
and evil days, booby—
she answered, nodding at her nephew.

Malcolm’s countenance dropped: it sank like 
an aired out balloon, slow, but no less
pitiable. And as he shrank, a
spring broke open Safiya’s mouth.
For one thing 'bout Safiya was: she
couldn't stand things that did not make sense.
And she was so done with her aunt 
talking like as if their every 
waking moment was a line straight out 
the book of Revelation! 
She was tired of all the Scriptures
with which she had now been forced to
become so intimate, and this
being in the house for what felt like
forever shit. 

She wanted them old days: when they could
go play in streets that flooded from 
hydrants and not from rain, and in a 
sun that did not beat at you, but 
rather caressed you, kissed you, rubbing 
its light into your forehead like a 
mama rubs on shea butter. 
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Those were times when the air shimmied;  
did not spite you, and the roads shimmered 

and they bounced with rhyme and not rancor, 
for the world had not yet ended, and 

so the street kids rapped about bud and 
buddies and beta days, and 

video games, and who was freaking 
who or who was about to fight 

who, and who had just passed, and who had 
just had a baby, and who had 

graduated or was bout to make it 
big, blow up, or rise up.

 
Safiya missed that. She missed her friends.

She missed the schoolyard, even if she
used to hate school because the boys used

always come at her for acting —gay—
She missed the swings at the park, too, 

and when her, and Malcolm, and their friends 
would compete to see who could swing the

highest. Safiya used to always
win those games; none of the other kids

coulda beat her. She would point her heels
straight up like she was an arrow,

and just let the earth’s core tug at her 
from behind her belly button. That

was her trick, let the gravity ride
against you, as you feel a rush of blood flow 

backward until, finally, she would
launch herself off the swing, in

victory, and land on her face in 
the steamy pavement of the playground 

floor, giggling.
 

And she missed Sasha. Her big cousin, 
who used to stay with them. Sasha was 

her most favoritest person in 
the world. Sasha used to watch 
Safiya and Malcolm back during 

the before times, and everything used 
to make sense with her. She kept it real 
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and straight with them, and didn't make them 
follow arbitrary rules. In fact, 
Sasha used to let them break the rules,
let them question things, too.  

—If you’re with me, I give you
permission to cuss— Sasha said one
time. Of course Safiya and Malcolm
hopped on that quick. It felt so good to
loosen up the tongue and let out a
few F-bombs. Safiya’s personal
favorite was the B-word, though, because
of the way it was so versatile,
and so fem. They used to actually
have fun with Sasha. Then, other times,
Sasha would talk to them about things:
politics, mental health, family,
science. Safiya used to tune out
for most of those, but there was some things
that got her attention, like when
she learned the word —cisgender— from her.
Sasha never preached at the two kids,
only dropped tidbits of info and
would encourage them to look it up.

That was why Safiya started to
look into cloud formation, and how
to predict weather from them,
especially once everyone had
to go inside. And she decides to
bring that knowledge into the
equation just now, in response to
her Aunt —how something supposed to
happen if the literal
meteorologist said it's not
a statistical likelihood, and
if you look in the sky, you could see
cirrus clouds— —Man, who you think you
talkin to?— Poppa huffed from the couch,
shaking the remote at Safiya
as if he was a judge banging a
gavel. Safiya's voice had twanged with
some attitude there, and she was
talkin smart. 
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—It’s just, y’all always tellin us the 
same thing— Malcolm jumped in. —Exactly— 

Safiya panted in agreement, 
her voice creaking with barely restrained 

exasperation.
—Oooookay— Uncle Festus cooed, getting

up to toggle with the fan.
 

—Sounds like y’all a lil too hot.—
He was projecting; as in, he was

hot, and did not feel like hearing no
arguments at this time because of

it. There'd been way too many
already. The fan whirled a lil

harder after a few clicks, like a
helicopter scratching by in the

air. —Perhaps I can step out today,
grab a new one of these bad boys. Bring

the kids along with me?—
He asked his sister, hoping to

defuse the bomb that was ticking
between her and Safiya. His
suggestion got Malcolm and

Safiya squirming and Malcolm leapt
to his feet. Malcolm almost knocked his

bowl of noodles over. —No!— Tessa
cried, her hand lurching forward as if

she could have saved the microwaved
ramen with jediforce or something.

 
—Listen, we had this discussion last

week, and the week before that, and the
week before that. And the answer is
still no— —I know, I’m just sayin—

Festus replied. —Well, don’t. Just say. Don’t
encourage them, specially not This

One— and Tessa flicked her eyes at
Safiya. This One was her favorite

imprecation. —Y’all siddown now—
Poppa said. The kids did as they were

told. Well, Malcolm did. Safiya
lingered, only for a second.
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She weighed the risks of demanding her
freedom again. —Uncle— Safiya
pleaded. She was not gonna let this
go. —Can you talk to her, or Poppa?—

—What Poppa gon do? I don't run this
house. Your Auntie do and she know best.—
Poppa said. Festus pursed his lips and
shrugged his shoulders —It’s out of my hands,
big dawg— He said. —It’s bigger things than
going outside anyhow— Poppa
continued. —Yall still going?— Tessa
followed up from the kitchen. —Nah, we
good— Festus said, tryna dead the
conversation. Aunt Tessa
continued, this time trying to sound
softer —Don't yall have yall phones?—

We have one phone, Safiya thought. It
was one device that she and Malcolm
both shared, alternating days of use.
And they couldn't even do much with
it. Tessa monitored and
regulated the content they could
view because she wanted to limit
the world's influence on their spirit.

—These kids got a phone, and a home
and food on they table, clothes on they
backs, shoes on they feet— Poppa said, and
as he spoke, he tapped the remote
against his thigh at the end of each
phrase, and Tessania drummed
a few holy amens after each
one too, which pulled her into sermon
mode again —And you have the safety
of three adults watching over you—
she said. —With God over our heads—
Festus added flatly, resigned now
from trying to get his sister to
just drop it. —Right— Auntie
agreed. She could not tell that her
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brother was giving very yeah yeah
for she did not know he was

agnostic, and that as much as he
had heard these things before, from her and

from their moms before she died, he
wasn’t particularly sold on

any of it. Safiya could tell
though, for she and her uncle had talked

about religion before, bout how
neither of them were too into the

Bible, not because they had
anything against its contents or

the God of which it spoke, but because
of the way its biggest fans were so

ardent about slicing at
everyone with it. Safiya felt

a laugh simmer and steam inside her
belly, filling her cheeks with an

evil warmth and mirth at the shade of
Festus’ words. For a moment, she

considered trying one last time for
her manumission but she figured

she might get popped, so decided to
just obey. Thus, she dug her tailbone

into the slimy, beige colored tile,
sitting criss-cross applesauce.

 
—I can’t understand why yall always 

askin to go play anyway!—
Tessa then said. Safiya sent a glower in her 

direction. Because why was Auntie 
even asking that?! Was the answer 

not obvious? Safiya was sick 
of Auntie's rants, Poppa’s hoots, and the 

doomsaying especially, and just
being bored overall with seeing

the same thing and doing the same thing
every single day, eat, homeschool, clean,

wash, pray, watch the news, watch videos,
argue, repeat, repeat, repeat. And

for how long? Safiya didn’t eem
wanna admit it, that’d she’d been
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keeping count, tracking every week, month,
year now, since this all had started. And
she’d grown every passing day to fear,
with a dire and grave sense of dread,
that it was possible she would have
to live like this into the day she 
was legally allowed to step out
on her own, since for Aunt Tessania 
this was an age of calamity, 
and its vicissitudes meant they should 
tarry at home for the day of the 
Lord. If only they could go back,
return to them times when oldheads did
not admonish the young ones for their
desire to go outside! Back when
things had been flipped around, because
it used to be that outdoors was
always where Auntinem wanted the
kids to be, so much so that it was
common for her and Poppa to
complain —y'all kids these days would rather 
watch television or play on them 
phones instead of going to the 
library or to the damn park!— 

At present, Tessa is still goin, 
which pissed Safiya off now —We train 
up a child in the way he should go, 
the Bible says. These kids act like you 
not supposed to respect authority. 
Honor thy mother and thy father 
and thy days shall go well with thee. It's 
the first Scripture with a promise—
so Safiya rolls her eyes, because 
all Safiya heard from these words
was a threat, and she felt the urge to
say as much, for she had a mind to
choose vengeance, but she swallowed her
devils, and her pride, and her birthday
dreams too, and instead decided it would be 
best to just avoid getting into 
trouble, and just excuse herself to 
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the one and only refuge she had 
in their tight, one bedroom apartment:

the bathroom. 
 

Once inside, she gazed into the 
mirror. There was a scowl on her face.

She stared at her nose, her brows, her chin.
There was a pimple on her forehead.

And there was a split behind her eyes. 
It was like Safiya had been diced
up, the closer it drew to her big

day: split into chunks that were held
together only by a very thin

thread. And that thread was about to fray.
And she was honestly scared of what

that could mean. Not in a morbid way
like if she was worried she might die

or something. No, it was moreso that
a part inside her that was starting

to demand its freedom, that had been
desiring its freedom long before

any of this even started, 
she was afraid that part of her would
yield, give up, disappear, just vanish,

like a radio signal she had 
worked so hard to tune into,

suddenly gone from her detection
no matter how much she turned the dial,

because of interference from not 
necessarily the power in 

the Name which her Aunt clung to so hard
but from the simple fact that turning
thirteen marked the start of puberty.

 
How had Sasha coped with it? she

wondered. For the two had always been 
alot similar, to the point that

people used to think that Sasha was
her mom when she would pick Safiya

up from school, or take her to the
library, the store, pool, whatever.
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But unlike Sasha, Safiya had
the unfortunate displeasure of 
daily reminders about judgment
against —a wicked and perverse generation—
as Tessa called it, and its
transgressing children, among whom
Safiya had begun to count
herself, on account of her own
supposedly unhallowed desires.

And unlike Sasha, Safiya had
never lifted a standard against
her Aunt’s tirades and tyrrany;
had not tried to stretch her wings out here
(she never let the cat out the bag).
Sasha used to argue, used to roar, 
and thunder against Tessa; 
but Safiya used to run back then.
She would hide in the bathroom, and cut
the water on, and squeeze cheap jabon 
into her palm, and count twenty 
seconds like they’d all learned to do so
well that year, and whisper to herself
some plea for mercy, because the floods
were still happening, and mad
people were getting sick, and losing
their homes and jobs, and people thought there
would be famine and pestilence too.

And Safiya had been scared, because
while it had been fun to cuss when the
adults were gone, it did not feel good
to have to consider that maybe
you were an abomination 
before God, and the literal 
reason the world was in such 
disarray. She wanted to be like 
Sasha, even before she watched Sasha
come home that night with an earring on.

But —Holiness is still right—
Aunt Tessa would declare, while Sasha
would yell at her, and the aunt would 
either try to hit her or 
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exorcise her, two different kinds of
laying on of hands, both within the

realm of responsibility for
her religion. And Poppa would tell

them —aight now, knock it off. Y’all gettin too loud—
but he also always sided with

Auntie. And Festus, well Festus he
did his best to intervene, 

encouraging them to —leave it 
alone. We cannot change each other’s 

minds so just drop it.—
 

Because Festus just wanted peace
and he could tell it wasn't headed
there. He knew his sister: that her

convictions were as firm as Sasha’s,
young Sasha, who was bold, and did not

yield, which is a cultural taboo,
in a Black household especially if

—me and my house shall serve the Lord.—
 

He knew what Sasha not obeying 
the parent would lead to, and he loved

Sasha, even in her new name and 
piercings and hairstyles. He ain't want her

out in the streets, not in a time like
this, as dangerous as it had 

become. And Safiya, silent, lived 
for her big cuz too: admired 

her tenacity, her fierceness, and
crop tops, painted nails,

and skirts, and wanted her to stick
around, and keep being her lighthouse,

even though she never let on to 
anyone about it. She was frightened yet
intrigued, and started hyping Sasha up

behind the scenes whenever she heard
her clap back, and had hoped to one day 

get on her level, maybe even 
pull her aside and ask her hush hush

if Sasha could help her do makeup
—for the first time.— 
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Then one day, Sasha was no more.
Gone, like as if she’d been caught up in 
her own kind of a rapture. There had
been no note or nothing, not even a
kiss goodbye in the night, a secret
whisper to Safiya at least, and
the lil one thought she at least deserved
that, because that was her big cuz. Her
inspiration. Gone, though, without a
trace, and Safiya ain't get the chance
to make herself known to her, and
talk hair and other stuff, and
probably would never be able 
to. It could have been them both, she thought, 
fighting Auntie together, and if 
Sasha had been planning to dip
—she should have just told me—
Safiya mutters to herself, 
making sure nobody hears her and
accuses her of backtalk. 

Safiya realizes this is what's been
bothering her, as she stood on
the precipice of a birthday that
lay just under a day away: she
felt abandoned. Alone with her
feelings about herself, about her
newfound girlhood. And who would 
Safiya even be able to 
look up to now? She had no friends;
they could not have visitors and they
never went to anyone else’s
house except blood family members;
and on her phone days she was not
allowed to video chat and stuff
because Tessa was of course stricter
on her than on Malcolm (smh).
Her Uncle was here, and he knew T,
but he couldn’t really relate and
he was much older so certain things
he didn’t get. And so Safiya
was feeling a tightness inside now:
because she was about to be trapped
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not just in the house and in between
prayers but in between vocal chords

that would soon drop a few octaves, and
a face that would soon start to sprout hair.

 
Now all these musings surge like a

whirlwind up under Safiya, and 
so she flings open the bathroom door 

and storms into the living room.
She kicks the noodles

over purposely, and she folds her 
arms, and walks right up in front of the

television. She turned her back to it,
and Safiya squared her shoulders. She

locked her knees, and looked right at Poppa, 
who started telling her —move, boy—

but Safiya shook her head, and to make
sure that Aunt Tessania could hear,

she did raise her voice, she did choose
vengeance and violence, and to rouse
the house, making sure she was clear

—WHAT HAPPENED TO 
GOD GAVE US NOT THE SPIRIT OF FEAR?—

 
Malcolm stared at his sister, eyes wide,

mouth on the floor. Her voice had tackled
its way toward them all. It brought Aunt

Tessania out the kitchen so 
fast (who had still been mumbling to 

herself about how —children shall rise 
up against their parents, the Bible 

says— when here come Safiya tryna 
counter-divide the Word, to thump it 

back at her). Auntie rolled up on 
Safiya —what'd you say?— —Nah because 

doesn't the Bible tell you to have 
a spirit of love and a sound mind? 

What's sound about locking yourself and 
your whole family away like this?!—

Festus rushed in between them, grabbing 
his sister. —Tessa, chill— He said. 
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—Wait, cuz Im tryna figure out who 
this child talking to— Tessa said. And 
Malcolm is skittering out the way 
because now his noodles got knocked 
over too, so there were two trails of 
juice slithering across the floor. 
Safiya ducked and dodged Auntie's arms, 
and nearly bumped into Malcolm who 
was trying to get the mop, and 
Poppa is asking everyone to 
sit down because he can't see the 
television, and Festus instructs 
Safiya to go sit in the room 
—And don't you come out there til you learn 
how to mind yo' mouth. Always gotta 
be smart!— Tessa growled after her. —And 
since you know the Word o God so much, 
go 'head and read it while you in there 
too!— Poppa finalized. 

Safiya sighed through her nose behind 
the room door. She lunged at nothing in 
particular, balled her fists up, 
punching the air. Then, she wagged her head 
at the door, in the direction of 
the saints of the house who loved to tag 
team her so much. All of this was
inaudible, as she did not want
to have someone threatening to give 
her something to complain about. 
How tired she was with living here;
her stomach practically boiled with 
frustration. She was tight, so tight yo
if she could have yelled again she would. 

There was a blow up bed on the floor,
midnight blue in color, and 
Safiya sat on it gently, all
grumpy and over it, over 
everything. The thought ran through her mind 
right then that maybe she should just pack 
her things and go. But then she thought 
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about Malcolm. He'd be here all 
alone. But then she considered: 

Hadn't Sasha left her? she might as 
well step too, right? But would she be

happy with her life, and safe?
able to move on past all the shit
Tessa used to say to and about 

her and girls like her? Was Sasha
currently happy, safe? And able

to move on? Or was she gone out her
mind like Safiya heard Aunt Tess say

one time? What if Sasha was hurt? Would
Safiya meet a similar fate

if she crossed over to the other
side of this here threshold?

 
Safiya hoped and prayed that

wherever Sasha was, she could
at least be free from any and all 

condemnation, and that she had found 
healing from the battle scars Tessa 

had inflicted upon her with the sword 
of her Biblically holy yet 
politically hateful spirit.

 
She looked at the Bible, which rested 

on a small dresser, mahogany, 
scratched up. The Book was nothing but worn 

leather and creases and highlights of
green and yellow and blue that had

accumulated across three 
generations in their bloodline,

going back to the family
matriarch, Beatrice Hubbard, 

Poppa's late wife, of South 
Carolina. The girl snatched the tome 
from the top of the dresser, but not

because she was about to read it. 
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She was going for what lay under 
it: the phone. Malcolm must have powered 
it off and plugged it up to the 
charger while Safiya was in the 
bathroom. Safiya figured that while 
she was in the room, and Malcolm was 
out there, she may as well turn it on, 
lower the volume, and look for weird,
funny or ratchet shit to giggle 
and gag at. She pressed the power 
button and watched as the light came on.

Not seconds after she did this, here 
come Malcolm opening the door, like
as if he had sensed that she touched the
device, talking about some —ooo, Auntie 
said don't you touch that phone.— 
He shut the door behind him though and
walked over to Safiya. —So? 
What you gon do? Snitch?— 
Malcolm sighed and sat down on the bed 
beside her rolling his eyes. —if you 
get in trouble you can't blame 
nobody but yourself.—  —well that won't 
happen if you shut up, big mouth— Her 
brother was such a goody two shoes 
sometimes, yo.

The phone finally loaded so that
all the widgets for the different apps
showed up. Malcolm tried to touch one 
—wait hold on, lemme see something real 
quick before you do that— he said.
But Safiya pulled away, giggling.
—Nooo, noooo, bro we not 
watching none of those conspiracy 
theory videos you like watching—
—What you talkin bout? It's not even 
conspiracies, you just closed minded— 
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Safiya looked at him like he was 

goofy. —Close minded? The other day 
you was watching some shit that was saying 

that during slavery it was niggas who could fly!—
Safiya started giggling then. —Fly, my nigga? 

Bro you’re wild— Malcolm kissed his teeth. —And 
you be over here believing white 

Man science stuff, talkin about 
dinosaurs was real, like—

—Bro!— Safiya hissed, her eyes wide. —You 
telling me all them fossils is dragon bones? 
Dragons??? Bro. You not makin no sense—

Safiya said, tapping her temple 
with her fingers emphatically. Mal,

unlike her or Uncle Festus, was 
still a believer in God. He

took seriously the morning
and nighttime prayers their aunt made them

do. Safiya assumed that that was what
made her brother so naive about

certain things, and while she did not fault
him for it, she certainly wasn’t 

gon let him start telling her that the
moon landing was fake again, or that

melanin gave Black people powers,
or, better yet, that there was truth to

some meme which said that Black people would 
get powers on December 

21st because it was the 
darkest day of the year relative

to the earth’s distance from the sun. 
 

Malcolm glared at her. —What’s the myth of 
the day, bruh?— Safiya said. —It’s not 

a myth. There's gon 
be a meteor shower that 

opens up a portal for 
ancestor spirits and ghosts to cross 

over into this world— Malcolm said.
Safiya looked at him goofy, but 
tried to hold back her dubious 

facial expression. —Okay— 
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—There’s magic in the world, you just don’t 
wanna believe it. You just wanna 
be self centered and mad all the time.—
Malcolm said. —Aight, bro. First you gave 
tin foil hat, now you my shrink—
—Im just saying, you act like she 
wasn't probably feeling how you 
feel right now before she left —
—Who?— —You know who— Malcolm said simply.

His eyes softened, connecting with hers.
There was this odd kind of gaze in it,
like when light penetrates murky 
waters and you can finally see
fish swimming around beneath
the surface. Safiya recognized
this stare; it was the same exact one
from when she first corrected him on 
pronouns. This was something about her
brother she found comforting at times
but extremely frustrating or
upsetting at others. It was like
he could read her down, and he never
meant it in a callous or cruel way.
It was genuine concern for sure.
It was depth and sagacity. 

Yet he underestimated a 
lot of shit. For, Malcolm was ten years 
old and a boy, as far as 
Safiya could tell. Which meant he was 
young when the first lockdowns had happened
so all he really was used to was
this bullshit; and that’s on top of the
fact that he didn’t have a reason to
feel choked up and chained up by the
idea of having to wear short hair
and boxers and the other stuff that
boys are supposedly supposed to
do. Safiya just shakes her head right 
now, though because none of this was stuff
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she wanted to verbalize or 
discuss with her little brother. 

She got up, and went to the dresser 
drawer, pulling it open. She 
started to take out the outfit

she had tucked away, the pair of jeans 
and the shirt that she had cut in the

shadow of the night when her aunt was
unawares.

 
—let's take some pictures— she said. Malcolm 

flipped over to the app so that he 
could do exactly what she said. 

Safiya pulled on the fresh cut jeans  
and then the shirt. She admired her 

handiwork, all the cuts in the side. 
—alright make me look nice now.

Get all the right angles. I don't need 
to be looking hit. these for my 

Bday— —okay— Malcolm says. 
Safiya turned around and saw that he

already had the phone pointed up. 
 

Lil bro knelt on the floor, started
snapping a few flicks one after the 

other. Safiya switched into 
different poses, sometimes sticking out 

her tongue, sometimes throwing up peace signs 
or sets. —yes now show me some face, show 

me some bawdy, too, honey— Mal said. 
Safiya laughed —what you know about

face? What you know about bawdy?—
—I was in school too I'm not that young— 

—alright that's enough— Safiya said, 
afraid someone might come into the 

room right then. She hastened to take the 
jeans off and then the shirt, folded them 

up, and put them back in the drawer.
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Then Safiya sat down on the 
blow-up bed next to her brother. She 
leaned her head against Malcolm's shoulders, 
who held the phone screen up so she could 
see what magic he worked on the 
camera. Malcolm lay his head against 
hers too and started to scroll through the 
pictures that he had just taken so 
that Safiya could judge which one she 
liked and which ones she did not. Most of 
them were good. One of them was elite. 

—Okay. Im stickin wit dis one— Safiya said.
—Post it on our lil burner account?— 
she added. —No doubt— Malcolm said,
referring to a social 
media profile he made where all
the adults in they family was
blocked so they could not see the content.
Mind you, right then, someone starts 
opening their room door! 

Had Aunt Tessania heard them and their
lil photoshoot? The siblings jumped up.
Safiya immediately drew
away from her brother and grabbed the 
Bible off the dresser. Malcolm leapt 
to the other side of the blow up 
bed, as if he'd been scrolling alone,
while his sister propped the Holy Book
up against her knees. And this happened
mad fast, just in time for when the door 
opened. Uncle Festus, however, 
was who was standing in the frame, not
Auntie. He had a look in his eyes 
that gave very y'all ain't slick and he 
turned his head behind him with a grin. 
—Malcolm, go into the living room now—
Festus said, with his voice raised a lil.
Malcolm got up and did as he was 
told. The bed creaked and squoaned under him. 
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Festus pats the boy’s head as he
leaves the room. Then, Uncle Festus closed

the bedroom door and came on over 
to sit on the air bed next to his 

niece. He said not a word, just sat there. 
Safiya looked up at Unc, using 

her finger to trace the jungle of 
a beard hanging daringly from his 

bony face, while the Bible sat 
open at her feet. She poked a 

finger through his beard, giggling. 
Festus chuckled and smiled at her. He 

inhaled, closed his eyes, and just laid back 
on the bed. —What you reading?— He asked. 

 
Safiya groaned. —Uncleeeee— she replied, 

not eager to start talking bout 
the Bible. —look, Tess told me to quiz 

you— he said. —why? Usually she does— 
—I know. I told her she be bein 

too hard on you. She said she would think 
about it, the whole us going up 

on the roof thing, though.—
 

—You deadass?— Safiya exclaimed, 
looking up into his face with sparks 

in her eyes. Had he gotten Auntie 
to change her mind or sumn? Festus 

jumped and made a facial expression 
asking her to watch her mouth and her 

volume. —I don’t know. It's not a guarantee 
though. But, even if, I'm willing to 

sneak you and your brother up there if 
we can pull that off on the low low—

—WHAT?!— Safiya practically jumped off 
the bed. —yoooo— She could hardly contain 

herself now. Not her Uncle bringing
back his bad boy days again for her! 
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She tried to lower her voice. 
—How we supposed to finesse that?— 
Safiya said, and her mind was
already starting some ideas.
—Lawdy, I shouldn't even have said 
nothing cuz I know you. Hothead ass, 
just like yo Moms was—
Safiya grinned. She sat back down. 
—You right.—
—Let's see what your Aunt says first 
and we worry bout everything
else after that— Festus concluded.

Safiya was quiet. A warm feel
kinda seeped into her forehead just then.
If Safiya was accustomed 
to her aunt and Poppa coming 
for her about her mouth or how —smart—
she was, or if she was used to Mal
being his annoying lil naive
yet perceptive self, she was 
equally used to Festus showing 
up to comfort her in some way. She 
really loved that about him. That’s
why she had outed herself to him
first. Festus then laughed. —My sister 
be wildin’ I swear— Safiya 
giggled. —thank you! Yo, was it always 
like that with her?— —Not really. I mean 
Poppa took us to church but it was 
always Nana who was religious. 
Even then, she was calmer with it. 
It’s the time period got your Aunt 
actin’ up. Fear makes people do that. 
You were right earlier— Festus said. 

Safiya looked down at the 
Bible. Her eyes had to adjust to 
the font, and her brain had to switch to 
the Old English understanding for 
a minute. —just give me the last three 
verses, ion need the whole thing.— 
Festus urged. Safiya read aloud
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—He giveth power to the 
faint; and to them that have no might he 
increaseth strength. Even the youths shall 

faint and be weary, and the young men 
shall utterly fall: but they that wait 

upon the Lord shall renew their strength; 
they shall mount up with wings as eagles; 

they shall run, and not be weary; and 
they shall walk, and not faint.—

 
As she read, she couldn’t help but

wonder what it was exactly bout
these words that would have got her aunt

going if she had been the one to
read them out loud. She tried to 

imitate the cadence and tone that
her Aunt or even Poppa would have

used, something that was convicted and
impassioned, that was melodious 

yet not, that was like poetry yet
it wasn’t; something that struck with

power just from the shape of the sounds.
 

She remembered going to church back
in the before times; the preachers used
to have the same power in their throats

and their breaths would whoop and huff with ice
and they would stamp their feet, and behind

you always heard a cue from the
piano or the guitar, response

by way of music and not words,
but music that rang with the same

power as the words that were spoken,
until suddenly you heard an

outcry boom like a cannon from the 
pews, and the Aunties and Grandmas jump

first, and a few men follow after,
like they been zapped one by one and they

start to do this —shout— thing as they called 
it, although to Safiya’s young mind

all she could see was their tears. And it
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used to scare her, especially when
that spell overcame Sasha one time, 
who flailed in circles yelling 
—ey! hallelujah!!!! hallelujah!!!!—
so loud, her voice was a drum of its 
own. Sasha was young young when that
went down, and she was deep in the Word,
and was sitting at the edge of her
seat during the sermon, taking notes
even, and it had made her mother
so proud of the child she assumed
was her only begotten son, once
that holy ghost fell upon Sasha.

And the family had talked it up
with joy and excitement and had been
egging and nagging Safiya to
follow suit and go with Sasha to
the altar or the upper room. But,
there was nothing to celebrate from
Safiya’s vantage point, even as
everyone else clapped and slapped up oil
onto people’s foreheads and praised down,
because again all she could see was pain:
sobs that echoed like ghastly omens,
tongues that shrilled like shrieks from the darkness;
tears that dripped like blood and like floods.

Was this God? she wondered, and not
in a theological sense, 
regarding the doctrinal rightness
or wrongness of these charismatas,
but rather —why would God whip his kids?—
she had once asked aloud (and gotten
reprimanded for blaspheming and
making fun of the Spirit of God).

But, that’s what it had looked like to her:
people quaking and quickening 
under unseen whips and scorns, with all
their devotion and emotion just
pleas for mercy, not just in a
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spiritual sense, but in a lived sense,
a visceral, haptical sense, a

sense that was felt in one’s very bones,
in one’s skin, one’s teeth, one’s very heart,

and mind and soul and muscles and
memories and groin. That’s what

Safiya thought she was 
witnessing, and she did not like it.

The idea of going to war with
herself scared her, especially since

she knew that she did not share their faith.
Which was why she was so glad when her

big cuz dropped the act and let it go,
because it had seemed that Sasha had

only undergone a Pentecost
out of desperation, because she

knew who she was, and had been trying
to wage spiritual warfare against

her own soul, of course to no avail,
because just as Jacob could not beat
the angel, Sasha could not beat hers.

 
It was when all got shut indoors, that

Sasha began sneaking out in the 
night, worrying Aunt Tessa because

not only was she not masking up,
but coming back wearing on new things,

bringing both germs and godlessness home.
And now, this time, the baptism was

in something Safiya actually 
wanted for herself; and rather than 

the fam wanting for her to follow 
Sasha into whatever this strange 

immersion and transformation was,
she had been being told to avoid

that road. It was this that helped her to
understand why younger Sasha and

perhaps all the people she saw in
church back then had clung to the devout

option. For, in the same way that she 
used to go hide from the fights and wash 

her hands, she realized that her big cuz
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Sasha used to try her best to be
the Bride of the holy lamb back in
those younger years because she wanted
to feel like a clean woman for once. 

And, in the same way Sasha had 
eventually succumbed to the strength 
of the divine within herself, and 
gained her new name, her soul name, her 
chosen name, Safiya had found that 
the righteous thing for herself would be 
something quite similar. So she 
rejected that government name which 
her mother had bestowed on her, and 
like the militants of old who
traded their slave names for African
names, she arose as someone  called—pure—
not in the sense Christians may have meant,
but in a manner she knew for her.

She had googled the name too, looked it
up. —Safiya. It means untroubled,
serene, pure, steady, calm— It was hard
to be those things up under this roof.
It was constant strife for Safiya,
ironic, since Tessa seemed to think
this house was like the ark in the
Deluge, a haven in the 
chaos. But, maybe that was
exactly the problem: because two
of every kind did not make sense for
Safiya. It never did. And since
when did lions belong in a ship?
Which is to say, she knew, even 
before having the words to describe 
herself: she did not belong in here.
She belonged out there. Safiya glanced
at the barricaded fire 
escape. —I'm not waiting on the Lord— 
she then said.
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—Hmm?— Festus mumbled. His hand was on 
his chest, which rose and fell so 
steadily you couldn’t have been 

able to tell he was breathing if 
you aint watch close enough. Safiya
looked at him, straight in the eyes.
Then she got up and walked to the
barricade, putting her hands on it.

Something was stirring up inside her.
It was like if fingers had seized

upon her, and stretched her like a ball
of rubber bands before relaxing 

the pressure. Only to then pull her 
in different directions once again.
Repeatedly it was this, stretching 

and loosing, constricting and 
contracting, and she was feeling worn.

Like she would pop, snap, break. She
randomly thought about those science

articles she had seen which said that
the ecosystem would reach total

collapse in ten years. 
 

She started pulling on the panels, and
her Uncle got up off the bed,

trying to calm her. —Safiya, chill—
Safiya pulled away from him and

crossed over to the smaller window
on the other side of the bedroom. 

—Why did my generation have to
get the judgement soon as we come 
out the womb?— Safiya said to him

 
—Judgment? This aint no judgement. Man is 

just reapin what he sowed. The Man, I 
should say— Festus replied, tryna 

console. —Thas real easy to say when 
you done had your chance at a life of 

sin for yourself. You had your teen years,
Uncle. You got to go to school, have 

friends. The last time I was in school I
was in the fifth grade!— Safiya said. 
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Festus leaned forward, watching his niece
closely, tryna absorb what she was
saying. His face was warm, his eyes soft 
but not in the way Malcolm’s would be, 
with its precision and deep knowing.
It was just gentle, and nothing further.
For, he had an inkling of where this
was going. This wasn’t like them 
other moments when she had vented 
to him before. Wasn’t even like 
some regular I wanna go play 
outside type shit. 

—When you say a life of sin... You mean 
parties? Drinking? Drugs, sex, whatev— —No— 
Safiya cut him off. Although these 
things were a curiosity, it
was moreso about the option to 
experience them if she wanted.
—those things is fun, but those things was all 
we had— Uncle continued. And so
Safiya just shook her head and said
—And what do we have?—
Safiya was kind of teary eyed
now, and she was mad about that, cuz
she was not the type who liked to cry.
There were some moments of silence,
before Festus reached for her hand
to pull her into an embrace. 

 —Yall have beauty— Festus grunted, the bass 
of his voice thrumbling into 
Safiya’s body. —Yall have a
power, a mission, to create
beauty out of yourselves, in the midst
of all this fuckery. And that sound 
like hope to me. Sound like a future. 
You bein you. Sasha bein her, 
somewhere out there—  
—Somewhere out there— Safiya muttered.
She pulled away from her Uncle.    
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Suddenly, Malcolm’s voice —GUYS! GUYS LOOK! 
From the kitchen Aunt Tessania yells

—Ay, what’s all that hollering for,
boy! —GUYS!— Malcolm continued —COME SEE THIS!— 

Uncle Festus jumped up off the bed,
and Safiya broke away from the

window. They both snatched open the door
and rushed into the sala just as

Aunt Tessa was doing the same thing.
Malcolm is holding out the phone and

his body is stiff and he looks
terrified; Poppa is asking him

repeatedly —Boy, what’s wrong witchu?
What’s wrong witchu, boy?— and all Malcolm keeps 

saying is —Do yall see it?— —See what?—
Festus asked. —The hashtag! The hashtag!— —Malcolm,

booby, what are you
talking about? Huh?— Aunt Tessa says,

taking the phone and holding it
strangely, tryna inspect it. Uncle

Festus has his hands on the boy’s
shoulders, trying to calm him.

Meanwhile, Safiya doesn’t know what
to do. Auntie beckons her to come

and hands the phone to her —What is this?—
 

Safiya froze. Had Malcolm posted the
birthday pics?! She looked him in the eyes

to make sure, but all she saw was fright.
Safiya takes the phone, slowly and

squints at the screen. It is jet black with 
some weird shape in the middle that is 

purple colored. It kinda
reminded her of a snake, but it

was wrapped around some kind of a pole.
As she looked it over, Malcolm is
still whimpering, and rocking and
Uncle and Poppa and Auntie are

still asking him questions and getting
only scattered answers out of him.

Underneath the emblem, Safiya
noticed the hashtag he spoke of.

—#TheSerpentWillArise—
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There was something ominous about
that. Safiya could see why Malcolm
was so frightened. But she figured there
was some logical explanation.
—Fess, go get the anointing oil— 
Tessa urged. —I think it was a 
creepypasta— Safiya said.
That was her verdict. And there would be
no prayer needed, she figured. But
—What’s that?— The three
adults asked. —It’s like urban legend,
folklore, myth, but specifically made
on the internet or social
media. It’s almost always
scary stories, too— 

Safiya got the random feeling
that maybe this had something to do
with Sasha. She couldn't exactly
name how, but she knew that she had been 
thinking about their cousin all day,
and perhaps Malcolm had been as well. 
Maybe he had even tried to look
her up, or looked up something that had 
to do with missing children, missing 
girls, and instead stumbled on hotep 
related mystical and pseudo-
science, conspiracy type stuff that
he usually liked to look up.

—It said... said his name was Stickman. 
Th-that he would... he would kidnap me— 
Malcolm said. —Aint nobody gon hurt 
you— Poppa answered very firmly.
—Amen— Aunt Tessa said. —The devil
is a liar. I rebuke that. This
why we keep yall right up under dis
roof— —Was you talkin to someone?— 
Safiya asked. She was trying to
find a way to steer the convo
away from religion. —What you mean?— 
Malcolm said. Festus was walking
into the living room with the
olive oil. —Like, did someone say
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that to you, like the kidnapping part
or was it something you just read

about or saw in a video?—
Safiya continued. She looked at

the screen again. —Okay we gon pray
real quick— Aunt Tessa said. —Pray?— 

Safiya asked 
looking up. —but, this isn’t real—

The last thing she wanted to do was
a long prayer over some bullshit

from on the internet! Malcolm!
 

—Scripturally speaking the mind and the
eyes and the ears are the gateway to

the soul, child— Tessa said, bringing faith
back into it. —We wrestle not against flesh and blood 

but principalities and
spiritual wickedness in high

places. This why I regulate
what yall engage in on this phone. Now

I’mma have to make sure I look
into this creeping pasta stuff.—

 
—Creepypasta— Safiya

corrected, rolling her eyes. Here she
go. —That— Tessa said, warning the girl.

And with finality, with her hands
she called them all into a prayer

circle. Safiya paused for a
minute, looking again at the phone

screen. The purple sign and the black 
background was gone. 

Safiya scowled at her brother, and 
her Aunt, from the depths of her soul. 

She gave her hands over like Tess 
demanded, but not without vowing 

to herself that she definitely 
needed to get up out of this house. 
Not just for one day; she needed to 
figure out how she was gon get out 

of here for good. This shit was a dub!
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nothing but death and graves. I am writing that fear away. I am making amends. I am reaching out 
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how to disinherit loneliness in another country: a second attempt
by hn. lyonga

buy a plane ticket and return home, finally
for a visit.
shave off the curls and knots in your hair. start
from the side of your scalp that itches the most. go
on a pilgrimage. board a machine. let it be an eagle.
let the bile in your gallbladder slither up your throat. construct
a plan. make an inventory of every burial site you know and a shrine. 
.
on arrival, drown your feet in a fountain. let it be
made of electrolytes and reflectors. visit
a witch-doctor in the ebony of night, clutching
a yellow fowl under your armpit. and hurl your guts.
stand on a piece of land that belonged to your grandmother. and speak. 
.
wear black. or 
ash-gray. or white.
.
pour palm wine. and offer
a cola-nut.
.
stand by the mausoleum of someone who died before your nativity. and 
by another who died after your departure.
pour palm wine. tell them
you couldn’t keep your end of the promise. tell them.
you are case files, court records and ciphers. and
Germany is not a place where you are a person. tell
them, you possess a skin before you own a face. tell
them, you too are a carcass. and
that by the time you die, you would
have been dead at least a thousand times. tell
them - there is an onyx room you visit every three months. for years.
tell them, it is a place where the version of you they remember is buried in paper piles. 
and regulations.
.
thrust roses onto their graves. one
for each person you lost. beg
for forgiveness. ask.
for forgiveness.
.
stand in the forlornness that dwells in your marrow. lean into it. listen.
find the union between drowning and healing. give it a place.
give it a name. give it a name you recognize.
.
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summon your ancestors. 
summon your ancestors. summon
your ancestors.
.
say their names.
.
let your heart split in halves. take
a tour of your grandmothers lands. and
pour palm wine. wait
for memories of your father's face to arrive. make 
Cocoyam a subject in your household - it
will keep you home longer this time.
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Two Wings
after Nicole Sealey, for Ma
Jalon Young 

It is written somewhere
that the population of Canadian geese nearly zeroed
 in the nineties. So when I pass the lake
in front of the house with the wraparound porch, 
the lake where the Canadian geese congregate
and peck at the Mississippi soil,
I know I am admiring testimonies.
“Oh to be a goose,” my mother says.
“Don’t have a care in the world,” which means
her world is nothing but cares.
For 21 years I held the hand of a woman
whose tongue spoke the language of giving
but can now only muster phrases of emptiness, 
phrases of being stripped down and thinned.
Oh to be a goose
which could mean, Oh to be able to take flight
even if the body only reaches a few inches
above the ground for just a few seconds.
You see, my mother wishes
for a house with a wraparound porch
like the one fronted
by a lake where the Canadian geese congregate. 
And when she gets it
I hope she gets a lake with geese
and see the geese take their few seconds of flight 
and learn that death desired her body
but the wings
she believed herself to be unpossessed of
carried her over.

Mama, measure the breadth of your arms
and see that you have many more lands to cover.
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Black folks are constantly instructed to "stop living in the past," when the very act of remembering 
(re-membering our collective history that has been brutally beaten and chopped to bits then buried 
beneath a ground of white fear) is what enables us to fly. In the African American Southern stories 
about flying Africans brought to the so-called United States, remembering the ability to fly is the key 
to actually being able to do it. And our flight is beautiful; rhythmic, miracle, learned. This poem seeks 
to illustrate the sequence of flight enacted by Black folks during The Great Migration as a means of
reminding Black folks alive today of the historically precedented power of the movement of our 
bodies and the resolute-ness of our collective "no." May the rhythm of their rebellion and the 
permeating sting of the whitelash be properly re-membered through this work.
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Exodusters: A Poemification of Jacob Lawrence’s The Migration Series
Yasmine Bolden

the civil war ended and reconstruction rose 
& then crashed like waves
& Black politician days where over
   (see wilmington, north carolina
                 insurrection of eighteen-ninety-eight
                      race riot, one of - number not found)
& freedom wasn’t free in any way
     (you can sharecrop if you want to stay,
          & you better listen to what jim crow say)
& so a promise was made by northern ebony hands
& a government attempting to brand a plan to away
     (it trickles into the bones and makes you feel alive! 
              & even if it doesn’t,
                  you’re not living under the thumb
                                    of the white man, besides)

so letters & letters & letters promised & glittered & shone
& the Black people looked around at the scarred earth home
& at the bleary eyes rimmed with dust and derision

(i will never let a monkey make another political decision) 
    & at the boll weevil carving its name into southern crops
        (man or insect- who will come out on top?)
          & the strange fruit hanging on last stand’s tree
                    (baby, the klu klux klan might be riding for me)
& the Black exodus mirrored that of a holy book’s
& the people went up and out of egypt
    (destination: promised land)
& the trains were chug chug chugging to new york & new worlds
& buildings that huddled together like lovers in a storm

            (you can’t knock us over, we’re not so easily stomped down you’ll
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need so many more floods to make us drown)

& Black people arrived in waves for days, for weeks & years to come & 
became acquainted with the northern cities’ hum drum drum drum drum & 
more gray than gay
& would you please pray for chicago?
    (the water tastes different here but it still burns)

& here, things were still monochrome
   (monkey, monkey, go back home
       i’m getting good at throwing stones
        i killed a boy, his skin was brown like yours 
                    i hit him hard, watched him drown,
                       he was seventeen, you don’t want this war)

& the Blacks knew this place was not safe 
nor was it safer nor was it safe nor was it safe

& law enforcement was inconsistent
& stockyard job mobs were reminiscent
   of a southern lifestyle they had supposedly left behind

but still
they were beautiful

& blood could not stop them
& job segregation could not stop them
& they handed their children promises that
                      glittered and shone and delivered
                        (a new covenant, with the nurturing earth
                                less with her dirt and more with her industrial rhythm)
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& they birthed singer Florence Mills
& poet Langston Hughes
& Black pride shaking her fist and jubilantly singing 
about her melanin hue
& Zora courted controversy
& Cullen kissed a renaissance
& Black plays shuffled along on broadway
& north was still south in a way
       but things were glowing and growing & growing
          & growing
            & growing 
               (you can’t knock us over,
                    we’re not so easily stomped down 
                            you’ll need so many more floods
                                                   to make us drown)
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My mother taught me how to fly before she got her wings. Black women know the sun too well.

Shirmina Smith is a published writer, host, child educator, spoken word poet and teaching artist from 
southwest Philadelphia. She started doing slam poetry 8 years ago and since then has used her art 
to address the constructs and issues around Black womanhood, mental illness and the trauma 
aligned with combating systemic and economic oppression. Outside of slam, she’s performed and 
taught at numerous locations across the states including War Memorial Opera House in San 
Francisco, CA, Busboys and Poets in Washington D.C., and The 2018 National Women’s 
Conference in West Conshohocken. Shirmina also serves as co-founder and member of Your 
Favorite Jawns, an artist collective geared towards using poetry and community outreach to create
dialogue around womanhood, blackness, (youth) mental health and sexuality. Shirmina currently 
attends Birth Arts International Certification Program to be a certified birth and postpartum doula.
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A Reason (After Julian Randall’s Icarus)
Shirmina Geneva

 “do i need to tell you i am my mother’s child for you to know only one of us can survive?” 
the black of my skin and the woman i wear are feathers of a short flight my mother did not 
come back from. i am still in flight. i do not know when i will meet the sun. i do not know if 
i am myth. or eulogy. or legend. i do not know whether a black woman’s death is a burning 
book, or papyrus waiting for a press. but i do know that it is always fable. or scripture. 
sometimes tall tale. sometimes a black woman dies and that is the only lesson to be 
passed down. all i ever was good for was mourning. i’ve witnessed too many fables come 
true. Icarus type eulogies. black boys too dark to not have died the way they did. or do. 
black boys so fly, their wings can’t handle the ambition. parts of me have died with them. 
when black boy falls into the ocean, i am seasick. my neck still signed from the proximity 
of his downfall. and it is then, when i look into the ocean’s reflection, that my own 
drowning is foreshadowed. a prerequisite to tragedy. an ending unfinished. there are no 
narratives on the type of death a black woman dies. no one wishes to write that story. or 
maybe they can’t. (they tried that with Sandra and forgot the footnotes). a black woman 
falls to her death, and it is merely a suicide. a history led astray. no ripple in the ocean. no 
rain. no buoyancy as evidence. my will to live was supposed to kill me a long time ago (or 
maybe there’s still time for that). i fly too close to the sun at all times. it is the only thing 
not angry at my skin. the way my mom tried to keep me alive, almost killed me but 
worked. she did not give me wings like Icarus’ father. she taught me how to pluck feathers 
and swim. she did not warn me against flying too close to the sun. she said that’s what i 
was supposed to do. that’s how you keep from being buried. that’s how you learn to be a 
phoenix. and that’s a dangerous type of ambition; to reject water from filling your lungs 
(they will say you were never parched). to be made up of too much fire (they will torch 
you). too much oxygen. (they will say it was your fault). you’d think survival would make 
you a legend, something worthy of not dying. my mom spent her whole life surviving, and 
drowned anyway. died a death unpronounceable. not by sun or water but of too much of 
not enough. everything about her breath was approximate. which made me a body 
rounded up. lucky enough to not be who i am supposed to become, but still spilling more 
than i have. i am 21 today. my mother had me at the same age. my mom is already dead, 
but i am back in her womb. ebony daughters are often already born part suns and at 21, i 
return to my mother’s ocean. i am sizzling and wet. steam. rising and rising. i will meet the 
sun, unseen and unphased. but they will need me again for the rain.
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Far Away responds to the reality of black experiences of entrapment and what freedom might look 
like in different spaces and journeys.

Her Silence is a published poet that rose from the trauma of complacency. I chose Her Silence as my 
poet’s name because her voice speaks from a need of catharsis in our unstable communities. I am a 
prolific artist, poet, singer, writer, and overall creative who centers healing and Sickle Cell advocacy 
within my differing creative mediums. My experiences as a Nigerian first-daughter fuel my art, 
which has been instrumental to my growth as a creative. Catharsis is my artist tag and my art 
business is Healing Through Artistic Mediums. Through my holistic mediums, my goal is to highlight 
the importance of intentional healing work through artistic expression for the advocacy and 
autonomy of adult mental health and individuals with Sickle Cell.
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Inviolate Space-Cowrie Shells
Her Silence

Cowrie Shells

Staring at my reflection in the sea,
hoping Yemoja rescues me 

I remember when they took my Papa,
the Chief

I was counting cowrie shells with Mama,
she loved placing them in my hair while
plaiting my beauty 

Mama felt a strange presence in the air,
as if the Orishas warned her about 
blood shed

They had no mercy on my village,
I saw quickly how our warriors 
were pillaged and left with nothing
but crumbs of shame

I saw a ghost kill my Papa,
words the colors of blood and
disgrace spilled from his lips
as he begged me to find solace

There was no mourning,
only fire

I lost count of the dead bodies, 
my once beautiful home has turned 
into a burial ground, we became 
the offered sacrifice

Mama told me to save my tears
as cold metal shackles of defeat
clasped my hands and feet
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Mama never made it past the trees,
I remember when her soul left 
her body to be with my Papa

I was left to carry her carcass past the 
sand, swallowing my tears to stay hydrated

Her empty chasm floated upon still waters,
they swallowed her body to bring her peace

How my body begged to be still upon waters, 
I grew jealous of the dead with each passing current

I was stripped down to black flesh
Black flesh
Black flesh that they hated
Black flesh turned commodity
Black flesh turned meat for consumption

I would have traded all my cowrie shells to be free

I remember when a ghost stole my voice

He came into me like the storms of Oya 
as my body prepared for calamity

Every thrust of agony were shards 
of glass finding home in my womanhood

It’s been days and I am still paralyzed
on this cold, hard wooden floor

The ghosts visit me in my sleep, 
I pretend I am dead

Mama and Papa do not welcome me back 
home 

I have found solace in my vomit and blood
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The gods are listening,
their tears have overtaken 
this floating prison

We are forced to bask 
in the storm of the sea

Here I am now, staring at my reflection
in the tides waters

They rock back and forth upon wood 
and I taste the salt of the earth

Yemoja is calling me, she whispers in
my ear a way to escape

She invites me to dine in her palace 
Where ghosts cannot feast on my 
black bones

I am cold
and wet
and unable 
to breathe

At least Mama
and Papa
are finally
with me 
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Book of Instructions seeks to evoke the ancestral spirit calling us to freedom and guiding us to use 
the tools we've been given to construct our wings. Considering the prompt: what does it mean to fly 
from the proverbial and/or the literal plantation?
.
Ariana Francesca is an interdisciplinary poet and performer. Her work explores the positions, 
reflections, and interconnectedness of Black motherhood, womanhood, spirit, and epic memory. She 
was recently named Honorable Mention for Southern Humanities Review’s Auburn Witness Poetry 
Prize. Her performance poetry has been featured at The Kennedy Center, The Verizon Center, on 
America's Next Top Model, and on other international stages. Her work is published in Netflix's 
Strong Black Lead, Burrow Press and elsewhere. She is also a Queens University of Charlotte MFA, 
Poetry candidate and Watering Hole Poetry Fellow, living in Atlanta, Georgia. She hopes that being 
in communion with the visionaries of Root Work Journal encourages opportunities to joins hands, 
build wings, and manifest ancestral dreams. To find out more about her work, visit arifrancesca.com.
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When I think of flight, travel, and expansion, I think of the Black Femmes in my life, my
grandmother especially. She was a beautiful, loving and resilient woman who recreated herself
as many times as needed for herself and her family.

Nyrie Benton is a writer and photographer from Prince George’s County, Maryland based in
Brooklyn, New York. These mediums allow her to explore possibilities within Black Liberation
through the connected nature of context and creation.
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This intention statement describes the ethnographic and experimental practice of modern applications of 
African and Black Indigenous traditional dream practices. Specifically, the focus on birth sovereignty as it 
applies to the birthing and growing of children, initiates, and the infrastructure necessary for liberation. Birth 
sovereignty focuses our dreams and connects the groundwork of elders with the visions of the young.

Raised in Kenosha, WI — Tyrell Blacquemoss (they/he) is a prophetic dreamworker and descend of a long 
line of African priests and Turtle Island medicine people. He founded DREAM School a is expanding 
DREAM School into a K-20 Afro-Indigenous school, sustenance learning farm, teaching birth center, and 
clinic. As a scholarly researcher with a Bachelor’s of Fine Art with an emphasis in Africana Studies and 
Indigenous Studies from Cornell University, Blacquemoss reclaims and continues their family legacy of the 
science and art of dreaming. Blacquemoss has traveled globally studying with shamans, elders, and healers 
in many traditions. They were a 201 2020 fellow in Freedom School’s National Health and Healing Justice 
Fellowship. Blacquemoss currently based in Tucson, AZ, practicing as a Fruition Birth work with Rooted 
Doula Collective a an MFA candidate at Prescott College in Social and Environmental Arts Practice with 
Patrisse Cullors. Blacquemoss is the Sustainability Manager and Healing Artist in Residence at Southern
Arizona Gender Alliance and a Certified Green Business Leader.
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An Introduction to Birth Sovereignty: Children, Initiates, and Infrastructure
Tyrell Blacquemoss

 
 

My mother dreamed of me before I was born. I told her the breath techniques for her to use while birthing 
me (Childs, 1990). She researched the terminology she received in her dream and experienced dream realm 

inversion: the realm shift reversed the words. When she rearranged the order, she found that a local 
hospital was teaching the breathing technique. I arrived in this world with deep breaths and classical music 

playing in the hospital room in 1990. What is the medicine of dream space? How can this medicine 
create a new paradigm of purpose? 

 
Why do we need a new paradigm of purpose? 

Throughout this intention statement, “we” refers to Black Indigenous peoples centrally and all 
humanity as an integrated collective (Bediako, 2020). We have been living in a time of great despair 
and paradigm-shift since long before the pandemic. Settler colonialism has solidified exploitative 
processes, temporarily blocking physical, mental, spiritual, emotional, and generational sovereignty 
for all living beings. Folks experiencing poverty are denied access to choices and are more vulnerable 
to domestic violence, threatening their access to healthy interpersonal relationships and wellness 
building. Workers exhausted by capitalism often have neither the time nor the agency to access the 
healing potential of their environment, especially its food and water systems. Lastly, disparities in 
education precipitate social death (school-to-prison pipeline/mental health pandemic), an assault on 
Black Indigenous genius, and the creation of innovative systems (sacred ecosystems). The children 
living in this realm reflect our reality: suicidality in Gen Zers is unprecedented, compounded by a 
global uprising and deep desire to return to the ancestral plane as soon as possible. Children 
possess a greater understanding of worlds beyond this one, and “it is our duty” to help them 
transform their truth into healing (Shakur, 1988). Sovereignty requires liberation education; clean, 
sustainable food systems; and medicine that combines traditional and allopathic practices (Shakur, 
1988). Participatory art, as a branch of social practice art, gives us a practical example of the 
mechanics of dream medicine (“Participatory Art”). “In Bouchra Khalili’s work, the participants are the 
storytellers, herself, the cartographers, and the political decisions that create the borders. The 
viewers activate the collaboration between all of the participants creating a conversation between all 
involved” (Blacquemoss, 2020; Lisson Gallery, 2017). In the dream realm, we negotiate the symbology 
of everything we have seen and everything our ancestors have experienced, creating a new system of 
visual literacy. As with Khalili’s mapping of experience through many participants, we map the dream 
realm through interpretation. We become cartographers activating the dream interpretations 
through sharing the stories of our dreams. The curators of Soul of a Nation guide the audience 
through a catalog of Black grief, resilience, and experiments of what it means to be seen by whiteness 
(Cotter, 2018). If curators were reimagining a Soul of a Nation with Black Indigenous 
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Sovereignty at its heart, how would we experience the sights, smells, sounds, sensuality of a new 
paradigm of purpose? “I was speaking with an acquaintance this morning about curriculum 
development, and she groaned thinking I meant a set regimen of information to follow.  I asked her to 
say more, and she described all of the interwoven systems that impact the ability for Black and 
Indigenous children to receive the information they need to support their interests (i.e., what 
viscerally moves them)” (Blacquemoss, 2020; Sparks, 2020). What if we all remembered how to follow 
intuitively where our ancestors lead us? The TEDx talk scratches the surface of what is possible when 
we look to nature and Black Indigenous practices to inform our design. The program design seeks to 
guide the students to understand “what is” in terms of understanding “cities are a tapestry of 
Indigenous histories, colonial histories, and contemporary realities” (Tedx Talks, 2015). Historical 
context is imperative, but in initiation (and birth), both parties, the teacher and the student (birthing 
parent and child), are radically changed by the exchange. What if we created curriculums principles 
that centered on nurturing the students’ desires, dreams, destiny while also transforming the faculty 
to view new parts of themselves? What is the medicine of dream space when applied to lifeways and 
self-determination? How do we understand ourselves? How do we become ourselves? 

Birthing Initiates 

I dreamed I was speaking with the hottest fire. Pouring the water of all of my disappointments, triggers, and 
nervous system disruptions. The fire said, “yes, I see.” You need to find some fun activities to do. When I woke 
up, it clicked. Initiation has reminded me that I have not always been a human being. In other lives, I 
inhabited forms within the landscapes. However, being in human form with the memory of other non-body 
existences teaches me a new paradigm to think about emotionality. I understood that I must prioritize 
releasing anger because anger causes eruptions (inflammation, acne, etc.) in my body. 

 What is an initiation? “Initiation is spiritual death,” a ceremony in which the initiate receives the 
transmission of “hundreds if not thousands of years of information,” and their selfhood is “replaced 
with something radically different” (Blacquemoss, 2020). Initiation is an essential process for 
remembering traditional practices that have been displaced by colonial rupture. Black Indigenous 
spiritual and dream technologies allow for information storage in the ether,much like a modern 
cloud. 

 Who are Black Indigenous folks? What is their dream medicine? “We expand on Afro-Amerindian 
Research & Cultural Center’s definition: “African American and Native American historical and 
contemporary cultural cross-sections,” to include complete ancestry of a person of African or Black 
Indigenous descent. Moreover, the US government has a historical legacy of settler-colonialism that 
divides folks of African and non-Black Native American descent, which creates internal tensions for 
Afro-Indigenous folks who are afraid to claim their ancestral, traditional practices out loud. We are 
often invisible to each other, therefore, unable to rebuild our communities” of Black folks descended 
from enslaved Africans, 
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Maroons, Creoles, peoples of federally recognized tribal communities, and those re-membering and
transmitting the Indigenous histories through stories and dreams (Blacquemoss, 2020, p. 4). What is 
the medicine in dream space? What is the medicine in transitory areas of incubation (birth, ceremony, 
and collaborative think tank)?  

Birth sovereignty requires the abolition of structural systems to rebuild the sacred 
ecosystems. “Fruition Birthworking is a holistic support service for business owners and a business 
practice combining traditional Indigenous African research and modern operations standards. 
Fruition Birthworking parallels birth work or doula support services” (Blacquemoss, 2019). It considers 
the mental-emotional and physical tolls taken on the entrepreneur while offering the “medicine of 
presence” for sacred ecosystems to be born (Madison, 2020). What is a sacred ecosystem? Humans 
construct a sacred ecosystem when they accept their divine path of stewarding their mothers 
(including Earth). “In my work, I seek to elicit nostalgia for a forgotten dream that occurred during a 
forced migration that births a new dream in the present to demand one’s birthright: sovereignty. I 
curated an exhibition called Diasporic African Dream Anthology (DADA), which lives in the world in 
three parts. First, there is the only exhibition space featuring 10 Black / Indigenous artists. Second, 
there is the Matriarchal African Memory Apparatus (MAMA), which serves as an oral history collection 
for the audience to contribute their stories. Third, there is African Legacy Lingers (ALL), which is a 
national tour of Wealth Redistribution Round Tables focused on a solutions-based approach to 
responding to our relationship to Mother Earth or environmental destruction or climate change or 
healing from colonization. The project seeks to redistribute at least $1 million in resources across 
nine cities in the United States. Our Mother got it; she gone heal with or without us. Perhaps if we 
take a breath, we can move through the grief into something supportive for both her and us. As 
Bharti Kher says, “Mother Nature is more powerful than us all. When she speaks, we will have no 
choice but to listen” (Blacquemoss, 2020; Lescaze, 2018). How can our dreams reprogram ourselves 
and our audiences to be most comfortable in what is socially just and environmentally sustainable 
(i.e., Black Indigenous sovereignty and caring for our Mother)?” (Blacquemoss, 2020). 

We must look to our elders, the land, and our future descendants to continue unwrapping 
what’s possible and what’s at stake. Vital areas to explore are the following Black Indigenous 
practices: oral histories and dream practices, nutrition, rest, hydration, medicinal presence, 
movement, voice, plant medicine, energetic body support, ancestral connection, and self-
discernment. Birthing sovereignty is a social practice, unfolding over time and generations, and in 
community.
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Cierra is “a baby of all-water, all-fluid, all-malleability. Watch me change shapes.” (Bobbi Kindred)
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A Thousand Cranes of Silence
Cierra Clark

My skin is paper thin, it folds like origami in the sunlight. 16 folds and I can become a crane flying 
high. They say if you can fold one thousand cranes, you can have one wish by God himself. Lord it 
ain’t fair that you get to keep the wish and I done the folding. I’m the one that has contoured lifetimes 
in this body, forged by forgotten epochs, laden with frayed wings, welled with inaugural invocations 
from my ancestors that sound like mercy Lord. Mercy. 

Mercy still.

I’m the one intoning the same psalms that taunt my freedom, being ever so gentle, almost mulish in 
demeanor, knowing that even incidental, I can be meeting my overseer. But Momo calls it faith, say I 
just gotta wait, say God is preparing me for the day my wings are white as snow. She don’t know that 
ain’t no angel ever been black. That I’m more dirt than sky. That this body carries the hum of negro 
spirituals. That my skin is the color of my ancestor’s ashes.

She don’t know cause she made out of silence.

She say she drink to loosen her soul. But she really drink to weigh it down. Cause if she go empty, she 
gone remember that this world ain’t never seen her beauty. She gone remember that they ain’t never 
seen the magic in black unless it’s being pulled out of a hat. That she dismantled her tongue to make 
it easier to say their names, fearing her own mother-tongue afraid she gone summon demons. And 
so that fear fills the well in her throat, every intonation and inflection tossed in, wishing for some 
hope of wholeness.

And when she get real drunk you can hear it. You can hear her soul cry. The sound is just faintly 
louder than the beating of her heart. It wails out. Cause it knows we don’t know the truth. We don’t 
know that she used to have paper thin skin too. That God folded her to be our home. That God ain’t 
never intend her to huff and puff the walls down with the ease of liquor slipping down her throat.
He made her to be our safe place.

A place where we learn that we came from a lineage way before slavery. That our ancestors fought 
for the brown in our skin. That we were loved generations before us, shown through resilience and 
bravery. That the answer is in the we, not the I. A place where when we learn that a body that can not 
hold an imagination is a body that can not hold God. That we deserve to harbor in other things 
beside our hardships. That we do not have to cleave ourselves of these bodies to find what is whole 
or holy. 

That black and safe can exist together.
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But she don’t tell us that, she don’t never tell us nothing. So we got to learn it from the world. A world 
that teaches us that we must create our own dwelling using the master’s tools in order to be 
sheltered, to be fed. That ain’t no room for a black man in America unless it’s in the ground or 
embalmed behind bars. A body that ain’t nothing but sticks and stones, A body with no words. A body 
that is only a conduit of silence. That black women are posed to empty their well of love on the feet of 
others and keep their cups dry. That to earn divine providence we must be ceramic, sculptured in 
prayer, hands outreached, head bowed, eyes closed, insides hollowed.

That our very existence don’t mean we gone live.

And we still would believe that if we weren’t shown that a dream could build freedom. That we don’t 
got to drink away the feeling cause God gone fold us into our own home. A place that we can weather 
the storms of life. But until then we got to deal with the floods and the rains.
 8 folds and I can make myself a boat.
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Through this project, Exodus Home, Jay Simple uses self-portraiture, archival images, sculptural installations 
and collage to explore the issues of migration and home. Photographs of domestic and agricultural spaces in 
Virginia, specifically Prince Edward County, display spaces which were occupied and or abandoned during 
the period of the Great Migration, which occurred between 1916-1970, when six million people escaped
violent persecution in the south and arrived in northern, midwestern, and western cities across the United 
States.

An exodus of Black people poured out of the south and into the metropolitans which are now marred by 
brutality upon these migrant’s descendants. Moving has become a cycle, a frontier for the possibility of 
home, and the boundaries of that imagination are as endless as its oppositions. These hopeful ideas rest in 
the hallowed wood of old barns, in the memory ingrained into a body, in the things we create to mark our 
existence, and the late nights spent pondering, staring into the ocean of stars on a muggy night, somewhere 
not good, and imagining if only for a second you could leave it all behind.

This project was inspired by W.E.B Dubois who, during his research for The Philadelphia Negro, heard of 
Farmville, Virginia and created a ethnographic and sociological study of a place gripping with the social, 
economic, and political moment at the end of the 19th century, the precursor to the Great Migration. He 
titled this work, "The Negroes of Farmville, Virginia: a social study". This body of work is a testament to 
these ancestors who fled the South for hopes of a safe haven, and it is for their descendants who
continue that struggle today.

Jay Simple is a visual artist from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He is currently a AICAD Fellow at Parsons 
School of Design. Working through photography, video, sculpture, performance and large-scale installations, 
Simple examines historical and contemporary identity politics within the culture of (neo)colonial North 
America. He is also the founder of The Photographer's Green Book, a resource for equity, diversity, and 
inclusion within the photographic community. He holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography from 
Columbia College Chicago, a Master of Liberal Art from the University of Pennsylvania, and a Master of 
Fine Arts in Photography from the Rhode Island School of Design. He has had recent solo exhibitions at 
Hampden Sydney College(2019) and Longwood University(2019), and group exhibitions at Silver Eye 
Center for Photography(2021) Tilt Institute of the Contemporary Image(2021), Candela Books 
Gallery(2020), Jamestown Art Center(2018), and Clampart(2018).
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Red Summer: Chicago, 1919
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Packing the Necessities
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Arrival at Departure
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Bedroom
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Group of Florida migrants o their way to Cranberry,
New Jersey, to pick potatoes. Near Shawboro, 

North Carolina 1940 July.
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Under Construction
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8 Tracks and None of Them Good #2
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The Longest Ride
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A Greyhound Bus from Lousville to Kentucky to 
Memphis, Tennessee, and the terminals 
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Move, Daniel
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Loving v Virginia 
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Ascension 
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Red Summer, 
Birmingham 1963 
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What Lies Beneath 
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8 Tracks and None of 
Them Good #4 
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Untititled 
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Just MOVE 
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Red Summer: Isaac 
Woodard Jr, 1946 
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8 Tracks and None of 
Them Good #1
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Stewing
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